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Abstract 

Active learning is an instruction that students more active to explore learning resources.  Active 

learning was focused on students activites so the instruction became  interesting, enjoyable, and easy 

to meet the objectives of the instruction. The aims of the study was to know the science teacher 

competence to design active learning. The eksplorative method was used to find the data by using 

documentation technique. The study involved 30 science teacher of middle school. Indicators of the 

science teacher competence on active learnig were  as model, approach, method, media, and learning 

resources in teacher’s action plan, consits of preparation step, main step, and closing step. The 

conclusion of the study showed the science teacher competence to design action plan of active learning 

was 51,11%.  
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1. Introduction 

Sciences is a subject or can also be a combination of several subjects who learn about natural 

phenomena, so the objects material of science is the causal relationship of the phenomena in 

the nature. Science is a systematic science, and based and formulated by observing the 

phenomena of nature. 

Science is a systematic and logical approach to discovering how things in the universe work. 

It is also the body of knowledge accumulated through the discoveries about all the things in 

the universe (Bradford, 2015). 

Many children find it difficult to understand ideas put forward in science lesson. Somehow 

the teacher’s communication of his idea goes in our brain and it goes the other way. It 

becomes the pupil’s idea but somehow the pupil’s idea is not the same as the teacher’s idea 

(Osborne and Freyberg, 1985 p. 5). 

To achieve the mastery of science in the schools, required the understanding of basic concepts 

of principles theories underlying by the teachers. And also science teacher competence to 

design the preparation. Lesson plan is one of the learning tools that greatly affect the quality 

of the learning process which finally affect the student learning outcomes. A good teacher is a 

teacher who always makes learning plan before conducting the learning process both in the 

classroom and outside the classroom. 

A lesson plan is the instructor’s road map of what students need to learn and how it will be 

done effectively during the class time. Before you plan your lesson, you will first need to 

identify the learning objectives for the class meeting.  Then, you can design appropriate 

learning activities and develop strategies to obtain feedback on student learning. A successful 

lesson plan addresses and integrates these three key components: a) Objectives for student 

learning; b) Teaching/learning activities; c) Strategies to check student understanding. 

(Milkova, 2015) 
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Lesson planning is a key feature of effective teaching in that it is evidence of much deeper, 

reflective activity. This reflection focuses upon issues fundamental to all teaching which 

includes the aims, the delivery, the learning processes involved and evaluation mechanisms. I 

take many, but not all, of the important questions and interrógate them, with exemplification 

and justification. (Jones, 1998) 

Lesson plan encourages active learning should pay attention to understand the characteristics 

of students, use the environment as a learning resource, and involves physical 

and mental activity of students. 

Active learning is experiential, mindful, and engaging. Through it you can explore a set of 

learning experiences that can be more effective and interesting, and you can take more 

responsibility for your education. This is especially critical in an online environment where 

you may not even meet your teacher or fellow students (Study Guides and Strategies, 2015). 

Active learning a process whereby students engage in activities, such as reading, writing, 

discussion, or problem solving that promote analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of class 

content. Cooperative learning, problem-based learning, and the use of case methods and 

simulations are some approaches that promote active learning. This section provides links to 

bibliographies, research summaries, articles, and other resources about active learning (Center 

for Research on Learning and Teaching, 2014). 

Active learning is simply that–having students engage in some activity that forces them to 

think about and comment on the information presented. Students won’t simply be listening, 

but will be developing skills in handling concepts in our disciplines. They will analyze, 

synthesize, and evaluate information in discussion with other students, through asking 

questions, or through writing. In short, students will be engaged in activities that force them to 

reflect upon ideas and upon how they are using those ideas (Chickering and Gamson, 1993). 

Active learning instructional strategies can be created and used to engage students in (a) 

thinking critically or creatively, (b) speaking with a partner, in a small group, or with the 

entire class, (c) expressing ideas through writing, (d) exploring personal attitudes and values, 

(e) giving and receiving feedback, and (f) reflecting upon the learning process (Eison, 2010). 

Active learning model encourage students to learn meaningfully. All children in the class do 

not always do the same activities, but differ according to the speed of learning. Childrens who 

have more capabilities can be utilized to help their low capability friend  as peer tutors. By 

getting to know the child's ability, we can help them when in trouble, so that the childrens 

learn can be optimal.   

Creative learning allow students to understand the phenomenon that it faces in different ways 

by different people including the teacher, and also can produce students who are able to create 

new things or innovation in line with the development of their creativity. Creative attitude is 

characterized by the openness to new experiences, flexibility in thinking, and freedom in 

giving opinion. Active learning requires a teacher to develop the curiosity of students and 

always motivate students to ask questions by providing interesting stimulus for students 

(Katili, 2013). 

Active and creative learning are expected to encourage the achievement of learning 

objectives, so that learning can becomes more effective. The purpose of learning is expected 

to cover three domains namely knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Therefore the learning plan 

should refer to the third domain which basically intertwined. 
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All this time the tendency for a greater emphasis is only in cognitive aspects, so that learning 

becomes more centered on the teacher who usually use the lecture method or the teacher 

explains the material and students are expected to memorize knowledge that conveyed by 

teacher. The third domain in active learning in sequence are to be questioned know 

what? (Cognitive), to know how? (Skills), and know why? (Attitude) that can be described as 

follows. 

 

 

Figure 1. Active and creative learning  

On active learning is certainly going to encourage students to get involved during the learning 

process.  Constraints to be considered is students not to be bored. This boredom will appear 

when the learning having unchanged tone. Therefore, a teacher should use varied learning 

resources. 

Active, creative, effective, and fun learning are more respect the initial knowledge of 

learners. Students' prior knowledge or prior knowledge or previous experience helps them to 

construct knowledge that will be learned. That in the constructivist perspective of learners 

based on interactions with the environment have built their prior knowledge. Therefore 

learning should associate knowledge brought by students with the new knowledge that they 

will learned. Constructivism theory view that science should be built by the students in their 

own mind (Nur, 2000). 

Lesson plan is a face-to-face learning activity plan for one or more meetings. Lesson plan is 

developed from the syllabus to guide the learning activities of students in an effort to achieve 

basic competency. Based on above the formulation of this research is how the competence of 

science teachers to design active learning?   

2. Research Methods 

This is a descriptive qualitative research that aims to describe the teachers competence, in 

compiling lesson plan based on active learning. This research was conducted at the Graduate 

Program, State University of Gorontalo. The data in this study is the competence of the 

science teachers in preparing the lesson plan based on active learning. Source of data in this 

study is lesson plan which are arranged by the 30 science (Mathematics, Physics, and 

Biology) teachers as students of Graduate Program at State University of Gorontalo. 

Instruments used in the research is a form containing the list of models, methods, approaches, 

media, and learning resources, as well as learning steps that include preparation step, main 

step, and closing step. Data obtained from this study were processed using descriptive 

 Active 
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(Know how)  

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=id&prev=_t&sl=id&tl=en&u=http://pembelajaranku.com/merencanakan-evaluasi-pembelajaran/
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analysis. Descriptive analysis is used to determine the percentage of science teachers 

competence in preparing the lesson plan based on active learning. 

3. Results and Discussion 

In accordance with data obtained that teachers competence to design active learning are 

lower. This can be caused by the less understanding of active learning and more of the 

teachers commonly copy and paste the lesson plan from others.  

Table 1 shows that on preparation step of the lesson plan, teachers competence to design 

active learning reached 36.67%, and on the main step reached 53.33%, and on  the closing 

step reached 63.33%. In detail, can be described in Table 1. 

Table 1. Active Learning in The Lesson Plan 

Data 

Source 

Learning Steps 

Preparation Step Main Step Closing Step 

T 1 active learning NON  active learning 

T 2 NON  active learning active learning 

T 3 NON  active learning active learning 

T 4 active learning NON  NON  

T 5 NON  active learning NON  

T 6 active learning active learning active learning 

T7 NON  NON  NON  

T8 NON  NON  NON  

T9 NON  NON  NON  

T10 NON  NON  NON  

T11 active learning active learning active learning 

T12 NON  NON  NON  

T13 NON active learning active learning 

T14 active learning NON  active learning 

T15 active learning active learning active learning 

T16 NON  active learning active learning 

T17 active learning active learning active learning 

T18 NON  active learning active learning 

T19 NON  active learning active learning 

T20 active learning active learning active learning 

T21 active learning NON  NON  

T22 NON  active learning active learning 

T23 NON  NON  NON  

T24 NON  active learning active learning 

T25 active learning NON  active learning 

T26 NON  NON  active learning 

T27 NON  active learning active learning 

T28 NON  NON  NON  

T29 active learning active learning active learning 

T30 NON  NON  NON  

Ʃ 36,67% 43,33% 63,33% 

Source: Data Results 

Preparation steps that consists of orientation, aperception, motivation, and provision of 

reference are activities that must be carried out by the teacher in the learning process. 33.67% 

of the lesson plans were represented active learning. 

Aperception should be oriented to the natural phenomen and what would be teach that closed 

to the students everyday life and then something could students suprise and amaze. So in the 

students mind that “why it could be occured”. And they always wait the anwers and 

explanations about that. That is the starting point of students to learn.  
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Main step is the learning phase in which teachers with students actively involved in learning 

activities. This step should based on scientific approach (scientific), which consists of 

observing, questioning, associating, experimenting, networking. In this step about 43.33 % of 

the lesson plans were represented active learning. 

Most of the lesson plans were commonly used lecture method to transfer all of the 

knowledges to the students although they stated before they using other methods which they 

claimed active learning. And the active learning was appeared in evaluation only and not in 

learning process. 

Closing step in learning is the final part of the learning process consisting of five activities, 

namely (1) concluded, (2) conduct reflection, (3) provide feedback on the process and 

learning outcomes, (4) provide follow-up in the form of duties, both individual and group 

assignments; and (5) inform the learning activities planned for the next meeting. In this step, 

about 63.33% of the lesson plans were represented active learning. 

4. Conclusion 

Based on observations  and data analysis on the lesson plans that preparation step was 

36.67%, main step was 43.33%, and closing step wass 63.33`% represeted active learning. So 

the conclussion that science teachers competence to design active learning were lower and 

quantitatively were about 51.11%. 
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Abstract 

This study aims to determine the effect of learning models and learning motivation on learning 

achievement of the first students Department of Physics. This research is a kind of experimental 

research. The study population was a first semester student class of 2014 Department of Physics, 64 

samples were taken at random. Retrieval of research data through questionnaires and tests. Analysis of 

data using ANOVA test (2 x 2) treatment by level. The results showed that: (1) Basic Physics I study 

results using cooperative learning model TPS is higher than the results of studying Physics I using 

conventional learning models, (2) there is an interaction between the model of learning and motivation 

to learn, (3) learning achievement Basic Physics I use cooperative learning model TPS with high 

learning motivation is higher than the results of studying Basic Physics I using conventional learning 

models with high learning motivation, (4) the results of studying Physics I use cooperative learning 

model TPS with low learning motivation is lower than Basic Physics I learn the results using 

conventional learning models with low learning motivation. 

 

Keywords: Models of Learning, Learning Motivation and Learning Achievement 

 

 

1. Introduction  

Campus is a formal educational institution that prepares young people who have the 

knowledge, attitude and skills and a good personality. Studying on campus always lead to 

changes that are positive so that the stage will eventually acquired the skills, expertise and 

knowledge of human behavior valuable form of life. The results of the study will be measured 

in the success of learning that can be seen from the cumulative grade index scores (GPA) 

student, accuracy student completed the study and the development of his career after 

completion of studies. In fact the success of learning is required to satisfy a good learning 

process. Because learning is influenced by many factors. Factors that affect learning can be 

classified into two parts, the internal factors and external factors. Internal factors are factors 

that exist within the individual that is being studied, such as: health, intelligence, attention, 

which reflected their interests, talents, motivation, maturity, readiness and fatigue. External 

factors are factors that are outside the individual, such as family, school and community 

environments.  

In this position paper, we argue that contemporary educational systems fall short of 

addressing the societal and individual needs to teach and to foster domain-general problem 

solving and that educational needs to be extended. To this end, researchers face three main 

challenges: (1) to increase the relevant stakeholders’ awareness of the existence and the 

importance of domain-general problem solving skills, (2) to optimize the ways in which such 

skills can be assessed, and (3) to explore ways to foster students in developing and 

maintaining these kills. (Greiff  Samuel., at.al, 2014:74-83) 
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One of the main problems in learning is learning conditions are still conventional or learning 

done with lectures, learning is still dominated by the lecturer and not providing access for 

students to develop independently through discovery and thought processes. In this study tend 

to be teacher centered classroom atmosphere so that the students tend to be passive. The 

learning model like this causes the entire student participation in learning activities is very 

small, because the learning activities are dominated by students who have a high capability, 

while the low capacity just watching it (passive). This situation also occurs in many lectures 

Physics. The impact of these circumstances, the learning outcomes are less satisfactory, in the 

sense of not achieving maximum learning results. 

Cooperative learning model helps students learn subjects ranging from simple to complex 

problem solving. One of the cooperative learning model that students can build confidence 

and encourage participation in the classroom is cooperative learning model TPS (Think Pair 

Share). TPS cooperative learning, teaching students in a group discussion or study, while the 

lecturer as a facilitator for students, so that students' learning activities can be observed by the 

lecturer. Through this study students are expected to acquire knowledge and can significantly 

improve student learning achievement. 

Student achievement motivation in learning has a very important role, because the motivation 

that exists within the student will encourage students to do an activity. If a student has a low 

achievement motivation, it will be difficult to expect students to diligently study and get good 

learning achievement. Conversely, if a student has a high achievement motivation, the student 

will attempt to study diligently in order to improve learning achievement . 

While this study as provided evidence that teacher skills in assessment can be grouped into 

certain stages of assessment behavior, more studies in this area necessary. More specifically, 

given the fact that the study was conducted in a single country and was concerned with 

primary teachers’ assessment skill in mathematics, futher research is needed in order to test 

the generalisability of the findings of this study. (Christoforidou, M., Kyriakides, L., and 

Antoniou,  P. 2014: 1-11) 

Learning achievement can be improved through conscious efforts are carried out 

systematically leads to positive change which is then referred to the learning process. The end 

of the learning process is the acquisition of a student results. All learning achievement are the 

result of an interaction acts and acts of teaching and learning. In terms of teaching, teaching 

acts ends with the evaluation of learning achievement, while in terms of student learning 

achievement is the end of the piece and the peak of the learning process (Dimyati and 

Mudjiono, 2009: 3). 

The result of learning is a mastery level of knowledge achieved by the learners in accordance 

with the  educational goals in the set. Learning achievement can be divided into four domains, 

namely: (1) kognetif, (2) psychomotor, (3) emotional reactions, and (4) intekaksi. The results 

of studying physics is a standard and basic competencies as a process, an attitude, and 

products which include knowledge, konsp, theories, principles and laws which are owned by 

the students after participating in learning (Munasco, 2013: 38-39).  

Hamalik (2011: 155), suggests that the study results obtained can be measured by the progress 

made by students after studying in earnest. The results of the study looked at changes in 

student behavior that can be observed and measured through changes in attitudes and skills. 

These changes can mean the increase and development of better than before. 
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Suprijono (2010: 54) argues that cooperative learning is a broader concept that includes all 

types of work including forms group led by a teacher or directed by the teacher ". Cooperative 

learning arranged in an attempt to increase student participation, facilitating students to 

experience leadership attitudes and make decisions in groups, as well as provide the 

opportunity for students to interact and learn together students of diverse backgrounds. So in 

the dual role of cooperative learning students that as a student or as a teacher. Through 

working collaboratively to achieve a common goal, the students will develop skills related to 

human beings that will be very useful for life outside of school (Trianto, 2007). 

Finally, in the case of classroom innovations, the question rises whether the effecs of the 

content of the innovations (i.e, differences in teaching methods) are being meansured or 

unintended ‘side’-effects (e.q. the learning process of teachers, whoneed to adapt to different 

circumstances), therefore, replicating this research is advisable in order to corfirm the results.  

Despite these limitations, the present paper show the added value of gradually implementing 

case based learning in terms of students’ approaches to learning, nevertheless, it remains 

difficult to enhance the deep approach, monitoring studying, organized studying end effort 

management. (Bacten, M., Struyven, K., and  Dochy, F. 2013)  

Conventional methods of learning history is marked by lectures, accompanied by an 

explanation, as well as the division of tasks and exercises. Specifies that the conventional 

approach is marked by the teacher to teach more about the concepts taught not competence, 

the goal is that students know something is not able to do anything, and by the time the 

student learning process more listening (Ghufron Dimyati 2012, October 21). 

Motivation encourages the emergence and influence behavior and change behavior. So the 

motivation functions include: a. Encourage behavior or an act. Without motivation there 

would arise an act such as learning, b. Motivation serves as a director. This means that direct 

the actions kepencapaian desired goals, c. Serves as the driving motivation. He serves as the 

engine for the car. Motivation will determine the size of the fast or slow a job. (Hamalik, 

2011: 161). Success in the interaction with the learning environment, the control objectives of 

educational programs provide a sense of satisfaction and is therefore a constant source of 

motivation for students, so that he could learn himself throughout his life, which can be 

considered as one of the most important educational outcomes (Nasution 2010: 182 -183). 

Belajar adalah proses  yang aktif, belajar adalah proses mereaksi terhadap semua situasi yang 

ada disekitar individu. Learning is an active, learning is goal directed process, a process done 

through a variety of experiences, learning is process, of seeing, observing and understanding. 

(Sudjana, N. 2005: 6). Motivation in learning is done by setting or situation conducive 

learning atmosphere. The condition can be a reinforcement (reinforcement), because it is 

important for students' learning motivation is intended to: (1) m enyadarkan notch early 

learning, learning process and outcomes, (2), inform about the power of business to learn 

when compared with peers , (3), directs the activities of the collar of a higher quality of 

learning, (4) raising learning motivation for students, and (5) awareness about the journey that 

must be taken in the learning process and so on. (Sagala, 2009: 113) 

2. Research Method 

This study used an experimental method. This study puts the learning achievement Basic 

Physics I with a numerical scale as the dependent variable (the criterion variable), learning 

model (treatment variable) as independent variables first, the motivation to learn with a 

numerical scale storey grouped into high and low categories as the independent variable 

attributes (variables both are free). The target population of this study were all college 
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students participating in Basic Physics I at the Department of Physics, State UNIMA. The 

research sample is treated students of Physical Education level I. The research sample of 60 

people with the distribution of each study group of 30 people. Sampling is done by multi-

stage sampling, a total of three (3) stage (stage), namely: (1) the first stage, the selection of 

study groups conducted purposive technique (aims); (2) the second stage, the selection of 

study groups (classes) of the study group were selected as the sample was done by using 

random; and (3) the third stage, sampling of students for each group is done by simple 

random.  

The experiment was conducted at the beginning of odd semester 2014 academic year (August 

to early October). The method used in this research is to design experimental research method 

of treatment by the level of 2x2.  

The variables in this study are: 1. The independent variable A is a model of learning in which 

the class is made up of two cooperative learning model SMT and conventional learning. 2. 

The independent variable B is the motivation to learn the students that consists of two levels 

of the learning motivation high and low learning motivation. 3.Variable bound (Y) is the 

result of learning Basic Physics I. The design of the study are described in Table 1.  

Table 1. Design of treatment by level 2x2 

 

Learning Motivation  (B) 

Learning Models 

A1 (Models TPS) A2 (Models STAD) 

High (B1) A1B1 A2B1 

Low (B2) A1B2 A2B2 

Of the two classes are separated into student motivation to learn by each class. The first 

group, who either have a high motivation to learn in the classes taught by cooperative learning 

model TPS (A1B1). The second group of students who have a high motivation to learn in 

classes taught by conventional learning models (A2B1). The third group was the group of 

students who have low motivation to learn in classes taught by cooperative learning model 

TPS (A1B2). The fourth group which is a group of students who have low motivation to learn 

in classes taught by conventional learning models (A2B2) Data Collection Techniques  

This study used research instruments such as questionnaires and tests. For motivation to learn 

using questionnaires and learning to use the test results. To test the invalidity of an instrument 

then testing the validity and reliability of the instrument. 

Test validity: Testing the validity of the research using the calculation of the correlation 

coefficient between scores tested vailditasnya test results with the results of standardized tests 

that are owned by the same person using the product moment correlation formula using rough 

numbers (correlation Pearson product moment) because the score of items 1-5 (test 

continuum). The number of 35 students with student motivation to learn the instrument as 

much as 47 point statement. After rhitung each item compared with Pearson rtable for n = 35 and 

α = 0:05 (0325), the obtained 31-point declaration is valid and the 16-point declaration is 

invalid. Test reliability: Testing the reliability of the instrument using the formula Crombah 

Alpha, said the high level of reliability of the instrument if the value obtained r hitung > 0.60 

(Djaali and Muldjono, 2008: 89). Retrieved rhitung value = 0.8675 > 0.60 ratio indicates high 

reliability of the instrument or both.  

Data Analysis Techniques Normality Test: Test is used Lilliefors test. Terms hypothesis 

rejected if Ltabel L0 exceeds the significance level chosen. Testing normality of each group 

of samples, testing the hypothesis of normality. The null hypothesis is that the samples come 
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from populations with normal distribution and a rival hypothesis that the distribution is not 

normal.  

Homogeneity Test: Test of homogeneity in the study conducted by Bartlet test. Using the 

testing criteria as follows: If xhitung < xtable the variant data is homogeneous, if xhitung > xtable the 

variant data is not homogeneous. This analysis aims to examine whether the assumptions for 

ANOVA applies, if all variants have the same variance. Hypothesis test is the variance of the 

four sample groups did not differ from each other. II. 

3. Results and Discussion  

3.1. Result 

3.1.1. Description of Research  

Data to determine the grouping of high motivation to learn and motivation to learn to use a 

lower scoring techniques with the class interval formula (Kadir, 2010: 18). Number of valid 

point statement on the motivation to learn the instrument is 31, the highest score is 5 and the 

lowest score is 1. So the total possible highest score is 155 (5x31), together with the lowest 

score is 31 (1x31). So long intervals derived class is 62 (155-31 / 2 = 62). Based on the results 

of the analysis, it can be determined the following categories: 93 ≤ x <155 learning 

motivation high, 31 ≤ x <93 low learning motivation Student Learning Achievement Group 

Using Cooperative Learning Model Type Think Pair Share (TPS). Results of the study group 

of students using cooperative learning model Think Pair Share (TPS) has jumalah mahsiswa 

32, the highest score of 96, the lowest score of 58, the mean score of the group is 79, and the 

standard deviation of 12.4997 8125. 

3.1.2. Student Learning Achievement Group Using Conventional Learning Model.  

Results of the study group of students using conventional learning models have a student 

population of 32, the highest score of 92, the lowest score of 62, the mean score of the group 

was 75.28125 and the standard deviation of 8.86178. 

3.1.3. Student Learning Achievement  Group with High Motivation.  

Results of the study group of students with high learning motivation has a student population 

of 32, the highest score of 96, the lowest score of 64, the mean score of the group was 

82.6875 and the standard deviation of10.40296. Student Learning Achievement  Group with 

Low Motivation. Results of the study group of students with low learning motivation has a 

student population of 32, the highest score of 88, the lowest score of 58, a mean score of the 

group and the standard deviation is 72.40625 9.01918. Student Learning Achievement Group 

Using Cooperative Learning Model TPS Type with High Motivation. Results of the study 

group of students with high learning motivation has a number of 16 students, the highest score 

of 96, the lowest score of 78, the mean score of the group was 89.75 and the standard 

deviation of 5.49545. 

3.1.4. Student Learning Achievement Group Using Cooperative Learning Model TPS 

Type with Low Motivation.  

Results of the study group of students with low learning motivation has a number of 16 

students, the highest score of 84, the lowest score of 58, the average score was 69.875 and the 

group standard deviation of 8.91347.  
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3.1.4. Using Student Learning Achievement Group Learning Model Conventional 

Motivation High  

Results of the study group of students with high learning motivation has a number of 16 

students, the highest score of 92, the lowest score of 64, the mean score of the group was 

75.625 and a standard deviation of 9.330.  

3.1.5. Using Student Learning Achievement  Group Learning Model Conventional Low 

Motivation.  

Results of the study group of students with low learning motivation has a number of 16 

students, the highest score of 92, the lowest score of 64, the train is a group score of 75.625 

and a standard deviation of 9.330 

3.1.6. Hypothesis Testing Results 

Hypothesis testing using analysis of variance or two-way F test by treatment by level design. 

Two-way F-test for the first hypothesis that learning achievement of students taught physics at 

the cooperative learning model TPS is higher than the results of studying Physics I students 

taught by conventional learning models and the hypothesis that there is an interaction effect 

between the model of learning and student motivation to learn on learning achievement Basic 

Physics I is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Results of ANOVA Test 

Sourrce Sum of Squares df Mean Square Fcount 
Ftable 

α = 0.05 

 A 319.515625 1 319.515625 4.725 

4.00  B 1711.890625 1 1711.890625 25.319 

Interaction A X B 1453.515625 1 1453.515625 21.498 

error 4056.6875 60 67.61145833 
  

Corrected Total 7541.609375 63 
   

Hypothesis testing interaction effects between models of learning and motivation to learn the 

students is significant, it should be tested the effect of simple or simple effect. Prior to testing 

the simple effect necessary to test the differences or similarities of the four treatment groups 

with the application of one way variance procedure. Based on the calculations of F = 17 181> 

F table = 2.76 (α = 0.05), thus the average difference between the four treatment groups. 

Test for the third and fourth hypothesis further tested with t-Dunnet. Test results for the third 

hypothesis that learning achievement Basic Physics I use cooperative learning model TPS 

with high learning motivation is higher than the results of studying Basic Physics I using 

conventional learning models with high learning motivation. Fourth hypothesis that learning 

achievement  Basic Physics I use cooperative learning model TPS with low learning 

motivation is lower than on learning achievement Basic Physics I use conventional learning 

models with low learning motivation can be seen in Table 3: 

Table  3. Simple Efek Test by  t  test-Dunnet 

Mean scor learning achievement 

Basic Physics I 

A1B1 A2B1 A1B2 A2B2 

Y11 Y21 Y12 Y22 

89.75 75.75 69.875 74.9375 

simple effect test for B1, the different 

A to B1 

t(A1B1-A2B1) ttabel ( α=0.05) 

4.815 1.67 

simple effect test for B2, the different  

A to B2 

t(A1B2-A2B2) ttabel ( α=0.05) 

-1.741 -1.67 
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3.1.7. Results Learning Basic Physics I Taught by the Cooperative Learning Model Type 

TPS Higher than Physics Learning Achievement I: Taught by Conventional Learning 

Model.  

Based on calculations presented in Table 2 shows that the group cooperative learning model 

SMT and conventional learning model group gave the price of F = 4725 > Ftable = 4.00. This 

value indicates that the significance level α = 0.05 H0 is rejected, which means that H1 is 

accepted. It shows the results of studying Physics I taught by cooperative learning model TPS 

is higher than the results of studying Physics I taught by conventional learning models, in 

accordance with the formulation of hypotheses for the for the first hypothesis. So it can be 

concluded that there are differences in learning achievement Basic Physics I, which 

significantly between students taught by cooperative learning model TPS and conventional 

learning models. 

3.1.8. There Effect of Interaction Between Learning and Motivation Model Of Student 

Learning Achievement  Basic Physics I.  

Based on calculations presented in Table 2 shows that the interaction between cooperative 

learning model TPS and student interest towards learning achievement  Basic Physics I put a 

price of F = 21 498> Ftable = 4.00. This value indicates that the significance level α = 0.05 H0 

is rejected, which means that H1 is accepted. This shows there is a significant interaction 

effect between the model of learning and motivation to learn the students to the learning 

achievement of Basic Physics I, in accordance with the formulation of hypotheses to the 

second hypothesis.  

3.1.9. Results Learning Basic Physics I, Taught by the Cooperative Learning Model TPS 

type with Motivation High Higher than Physics Learning Achievement I: Taught by 

Learning Model Conventional High Motivation.  

Based on the data in Table 3, the results of testing the effect of a simple look that students 

who have high motivation to learn is taught with cooperative learning model TPS and 

conventional learning model pricing t = 4815> table = 1.67. This value indicates that the 

significance level α = 0.05 H0 is rejected, which means that H1 is accepted. This is consistent 

with the formulation of the third alternative hypothesis that learning achievement Basic 

Physics I taught by cooperative learning model TPS with high learning motivation is higher 

than the results of studying Physics I taught by conventional learning models with high 

learning motivation. Then be concluded that there are differences in learning achievement 

Basic Physics I, which significantly between students taught by cooperative learning model 

TPS with high learning motivation and the students taught with conventional learning models 

with a high interest in learning.  

3.1.9. Results Learning Basic Physics I, Taught by the Cooperative Learning Model TPS 

Type with Low Motivation Lower than Basic Physics Learning Achievement I: Taught 

by Learning Model Conventional Low Motivation.  

Based on the data in Table 3, the results of testing the effect of a simple look that students 

who have high motivation to learn is taught with cooperative learning model TPS and 

conventional learning model pricing t = -1741 < table = -1.67. This value indicates that the 

significance level α = 0.05 H0 is rejected, which means that H1 is accepted. This is consistent 

with the formulation of an alternative hypothesis in which the four learning achievement 

Basic Physics I taught by cooperative learning model TPS with low learning motivation is 

lower than the results of studying Physics I taught by conventional learning models with low 
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learning motivation. Then be concluded that there are differences in learning achievement 

Basic Physics I, which significantly between students taught by cooperative learning model 

TPS with low learning motivation and students taught by conventional learning models with 

low learning motivation. conventional learning with low learning motivation can be seen in 

Table 3. 

3. 2. Discussion 

3.2.1 First Hypothesis  

Groups of students who receive TPS cooperative learning model has better results than the 

group of students who obtain conventional learning models can be seen from the average 

student results from the two groups, the group of students who obtain cooperative learning 

model TPS has a mean value 79 813 and the average student overall group that received 

conventional learning models memilikinilai average of 75 344. 

Cooperative learning model TPS is a type of cooperative learning is made to influence the 

pattern of student interaction. Students are trained to work with others, so that they can better 

understand the material with the support and help of her friends. Based on direct observation 

in the learning activities in the classroom, cooperative learning model TPS provide a new 

atmosphere to the students which gives students more time to think, to respond and help each 

other and motivate students in learning, so that learning achievement student better than the 

conventional model of learning . Students actively participate in learning while the 

conventional learning models, students are active in the classroom is only a diligent student 

and quick in accepting the material presented by lecturers while other students just as a 

listener of the material presented by the lecturer. So that there are differences in learning 

achievement Basic Physics I, which significantly between cooperative learning model TPS 

and conventional learning models. TPS cooperative learning model showed an increase in 

learning achievement Physics I.  

3.2.2. Second Hypothesis  

Lack of motivation to learn can lead to a lack of interest in a particular field, it can even give 

birth refusal to lecturers. If the student does not pay attention to taught courses, it is difficult 

that students are expected to learn well. This certainly affects student learning achievement.  

Based on the calculation results of the research data indicate that there is significant 

interaction between the model of learning and motivation to learn the students give the price 

of F 21 498> Ftable 4:00. The effect of the interaction model of learning and motivation to 

learn the students to the learning achievement of Basic Physics I is 24 258% can be seen in 

appendix 13. The use of cooperative learning model to improve learning outcomes TPS 

physics but there are also other factors that affect student motivation to learn the students' 

learning achievement. Implications for educators, particularly professors who teach the 

courses Physics I, should pay attention to students' motivation towards the course Physics I 

because the students in the course motivation Basic Physics I will support the learning 

achievement. Supardi, (2011:101-121)  explained that increase the quality of education is 

done through the efforts of learning procces improvement used learning and assessment 

methods are varied. Therefore, to improve student learning achievement of the course Physics 

I, the first lecturer should motivate students to raise students' motivation is low on subjects 

Physics I.  
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3.2.3. Third Hypothesis  

Groups of students with high motivation to learn is taught with cooperative learning model 

TPS learning achievement higher than the group of students with high motivation to learn is 

taught by conventional learning models. Seen from the average value obtained by the two 

groups, a group of high learning motivation of learning taught by TPS has an average value of 

89.75 while the high motivation to learn is taught with conventional teaching has an average 

value of 75.75 and a price thitung given of the results of data analysis for the 4815 price is 

over priced ttable of 1.67.  

Students with high motivation to learn is taught with cooperative learning model TPS can 

improve learning achievement and continue to grow the concentration or sincerity in this 

study because the learning students are given the freedom to interact with their peers. Instead 

of learning taught by the lecture method students feel that the information submitted lecturer 

becomes a thing to be received. This has led to saturation of the students in learning because 

learning is used predominantly by faculty lecturers, thus affecting the results of their study. So 

that there are differences in learning achievement  Basic Physics I significantly between 

students taught by cooperative learning model TPS with high learning motivation and 

students taught by conventional learning models with high learning motivation. 

3.2.4. Fourth Hypothesis 

Groups of students with low learning motivation is taught with cooperative learning model 

TPS learning achievement lower than the group of students with low learning motivation is 

taught by conventional learning models. Seen from the average value obtained both groups, 

low learning motivation of learning taught by TPS has an average value of 69 875 while the 

low learning motivation is taught with conventional teaching has an average value of 74 937 

and the price thitung given of the results of data analysis for -1741 price is less than the price 

table of -1.67.  

Students who have a low learning motivation like solving problems step by step and requires 

a complete procedure given by lecturers to solve a problem in learning. Students with low 

learning motivation taught by cooperative learning model TPS lower learning achievement 

when compared to conventional learning models, due to the cooperative learning model is 

centered on student learning TPS so it is not appropriate to apply to students with low 

learning motivation. While conventional learning model is appropriate to be applied to 

students with low learning motivation for learning is centered on the faculty so that students 

with low learning motivation will be easy to accept the material and wait for instructions and 

direction of faculty. Lecturer argued materials while the students just listen and try to 

understand. So that there are differences in learning achievement Basic Physics I significantly 

between students taught by cooperative learning model TPS with low learning motivation and 

students taught by conventional learning models with low learning motivation 

4. Conclusion 

Based on the analysis of data and the above discussion is obtained : 

1. There are differences in learning achievement Basic Physics I significantly between 

students who were taught using cooperative learning model TPS and using 

conventional learning models.  

2. There was a significant interaction effect between the model of learning and 

motivation to learn the students to the learning achievement  Basic Physics I.  
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3. There is a difference in learning achievement Basic Physics I students with high 

motivation to learn to use cooperative learning model TPS and taught by 

conventional learning models.  

4. There are differences in learning achievement Basic Physics I students with low 

learning motivation to use cooperative learning model TPS and taught by 

conventional learning models. 
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Abstract 

Teacher experience was minimal  for develop learning materials from learning resources , especially in 

the natural environment . This study was to determine the ability of learners both groups and 

individuals in identifying the facts and phenomena of nature and describe the context to concepts 

based on existing variable spatially and temporally , and describes the concept relationship with 

context observed . This study is included in the descriptive analytic study sample derived from Physics 

student State University of Manado . From the results of research and descriptive analysis can be 

obtained that in every meeting the group's ability learners in understanding the concept of context - 

physics according to the exploration of natural phenomena that have been done , although varied but 

progressing towards categories that students be able to identify over 80 % of existing concepts . In this 

study show that the results of the study group turns in - influenced also by the ability of individuals in 

each group , this can be seen if a group composed of members who have good individual ability then 

the group will have good results , further obtained results that are not only the result of the study group 

based on individual ability alone , but depends also on the ability of each individual to be able to share 

knowledge with team mate so get the maximum results . 

 

Keywords : Exploration, Lake Linow, Concept, Context, Temporal, Spatial 

 

 

1. Introduction 

National education, as one of the sectors of national development in an effort to educating the 

nation, has the vision of the education system as a social institution that is strong and 

authoritative to empower all citizens of Indonesia develop into a quality human and so is able 

to proactively respond to the challenges of the future. As a wise generation, changes, 

problems and challenges that must be addressed in a thoughtful and critical in order to obtain 

an optimal solution in order to improve the quality of human dignity. Quality of human 

meaning, according to Law Number 20 Year 2003 on National Education System, the 

educated man of faith and fear of God Almighty, noble, healthy, knowledgeable, skilled, 

creative, independent, and become citizens of a democratic and responsible. 

In essence, learning is a process of interaction between students and their environment, 

resulting in a change of behavior towards the better for the long term. Interaction with the 

environment makes learners construct meaning, discourse, dialogue, physical experience and 

relate it to the experience or information that has been learned. Physics is a branch of science 

that underlies the development of advanced technology and the concept of living in harmony 

with nature. As the study of natural phenomena, physics also gives a good lesson to mankind 

to live in harmony under the laws of nature so that the learning of physics, more emphasis on 

the provision of direct experience to develop kompetansi, so that students are able to explore 

and understand the natural surroundings naturally. Physical Education is directed to finding 

out and doing so can help students to gain a more fundamental understanding of the nature 

around. According to Justin (2003: 3) one of the keys to learning physics is learning should 

mailto:silangenpatricia@yahoo.com
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involve students actively to interact with concrete objects. Besides, according to Santoso 

(2007: 160) learning with the development of direct experience and knowledge of the real 

conditions will result in a memorable and lasting. Learning situations such as this will 

challenge students to solve the problems it faces. One form of learning phenomena that 

deliver compelling real conditions through authentic problems and significant of which is 

through the process of exploration, elaboration and confirmation. After exploration, 

elaboration and confirmation is expected that learners can explain the concepts and contexts 

in physics and its use in everyday life. 

In this study used pure exploration process in the hope that learners can explain the 

phenomena - physical phenomena that occur in an area in this case at a lake Linow without 

any hint of educator / supervisor so as to encourage students to find something to solve the 

problem and the problem with the knowledge that they can, either on a group or individual 

mupun through literature review. 

2. Research Methods 

2.1. Methods 

This study included in the descriptive analytical study in which 106 samples were selected 

from students majoring in Physics, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, State 

University of Manado Semester 5 consisting of 4 classes (A, B, C, D) and 16 people were 

taken as a sample of field research that located in Lake Linow, Tomohon. 

This study was divided into 2 phases namely: the first stage is the stage of training with the 

aim to identify the ability of learners both corporately and individually, to identify the facts 

and the existing natural phenomena and to formulate the concept of context and using tiered 

thematic task 1 (TTB-1), which resulted in 16 people as research samples to be used for the 

second phase of the study. In the second phase of the 16 samples were divided into 4 groups 

with the same number for each group in each location is different and each group is required 

to enter a final report based on the format of TTB-1. 

The evaluation criteria used during the observation rubric then the data obtained observations 

made in the form of tables and graphs. 

In general rubric assessment are as follows: 

1. Value 0 learners are not able to identify existing concepts. 

2. Value 1 learners can identify 40% of existing concepts. 

3. Value 2 learners can identify 41% -79% of existing concepts. 

4. Value 3 learners able to identify over 80% of existing concepts. 
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2.2. Design research   

 
Figure 1. Research Plan 

3. Result and Discussion 

Ability of learners in the context of-concept Identification Physic. The development of 

students' ability to develop the capacity to think, so that learners can explain a physics concept 

of environment (context to the concept), to see the progress  learners existing data such as 

shown in the following chart 

Figure  2 . Graphic of Progress class A 

Based on Figure 2 is seen that each group develops according to the ability level of the group. 

There are several groups that charts its development was dropped but after being given some 

additional explanation graph up. For class A Progress highest was 75% in the coastal-3, then 

there are some groups that do not have value because not make the task of TTB-1 for most of 

the meeting. 
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Figure  3 . Graphic of  Progress class B 
 

Based on Figure 3 is seen that each group develops according to the ability level of the group. 

There are several groups that charts its development was dropped but after being given some 

additional explanation graph up. For class A Progress highest was 75% in the coastal-3, then 

there are some groups that do not have value because not make the task of TTB-1 for most of 

the meeting. 

 

Figure  4 . Graphic of  Progress class C 
   

In Figure 4 it can be seen that the data obtained in part irregular in contrast to the data in the 

previous graph, we can see observed after most of the group has increased for each meeting 

will be but there is one group which is a group that is at the confluence of 3 Group 3 and 4 did 

not develop and even in the coastal group-1 and 2 actually decreased coast, after further 

investigation because it is caused by only a few people who are active in the group, which led 

to the group members do not share the knowledge that they can have, an impact on the group's 

progress . The group with the highest progress for Physical education classes C-1 group with 

a score of 64%. 

 

Figure  5 . Graphic of  Progress class D 
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In figure 6 looks that all groups experienced growth despite develop each group is different, 

for class D Physical education is the highest value was obtained with the mountains with a 

score of 87%. 

Results of the study group was influenced by the ability of individuals in each group, the 

proof can be seen when in a group composed of members who have good individual abilities 

of the group will then surely get satisfactory results, but the results are not only learning 

groups based on ability individual alone but relies on the ability of each individual to be able 

to share knowledge with team mate so get the maximum results. To see the capabilities of 

each individual can be seen in the following graph:  

Figure 6. Graphic of Individual Capability Class A 

 

Figure 7. Graphic of Individual Capability Class  B 

 

 

Figure 8. Graphic of Individual Capability Class  C 
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Figure 9. Graphic of Individual Capability Class D 

From the graphs above individual ability we can see that there are still many students who 

have the ability are quite low, but if grouped these individuals can improve learning 

outcomes, as with the individual group discussions will have knowledge of teammate and 

otherwise. 

3.1. Ability Learners examine the concept of context-Physics in Linow Lake 

With prior training, 16 students obtained a sample of research in the field, to sixteen is then 

divided into 4 groups with 4 people for each group and placed in 4 different locations but still 

in the Linow lake ecosystem. Here are the results obtained and presented in graphical form:  

 Group 1, placed to observe the location of the arid conditions because geothermal 

causing plants around the site of the withers can be seen if the temperature is high 

enough out of the water vapor mixed with sulfur caused by the heat of the earth, 

causing the water surface to evaporate so it looks soil steaming water smelling of 

sulfur 

 Group 2 placed to observe the location of the edges of the lake, can be seen at the 

site of the lake has a color different for each part of the lake, then look also for air 

bubbles coming out of the lake and the ducks that live on around lion lake, prove 

that Linow not always toxic, and can be seen in rocks exposed lake water 

continuously over time the color changed 

 Group 3 placed to observe the area which contains many biotic components eg pine 

trees, and other biotic component, then look if lake water residing Area clearer than 

water tree on the edge of a lake to another. 

 Group of 4-placed to observe the river that empties into the Linow Lake,  seen that 

there is a foundation that was destroyed due to water overflowing rivers, as well as 

the magnitude of the pressure caused by increased water debit. For data field 

observations can be seen in the following table. 

Table 1. Observations Group Initial report in the Linow lake 

Group Variable V(x) V(t) Factor Rel-Var Concept 

Group-1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

Group-2 2 0 1 1 0 0 

Group-3 1 1 1 1 0 0 

Group-4 2 1 1 1 1 1 
 

Group Total Percentage 

Group-1 4 22.22 

Group-2 4 22.22 

Group-3 4 22.22 

Group-4 7 38.88 
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Table 2. Observations Group Final Report in the Linow Lake 

Group Variable V(x) V(t) Factor Rel-Var    Concept 

Group-1 3 2 2 3 3 3 

Group-2 3 2 1 3 2 3 

Group-3 3 2 2 3 2 3 

Group-4 3 1 1 3 2 3 

 

Group Total Percentage 

Group-1 4 22.22 

Group-2 4 22.22 

Group-3 4 22.22 

Group-4 7 38.88 
 

Figure 10.  Graphic of ability learners in Linow lake 

4.  Conclusion 

Application of learning through exploration of the environment through natural phenomena 

can assist learners identification facts and natural phenomena that occur in the environment as 

well as describing the physical variables that exist in the environment so that learners are able 

to understand the concepts of physics.   
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Abstract 

In this paper presents of the evaluation results for application of guided inquiry learning on the 

temperature and heat topic using the Context, Input, Process, and Product (CIPP) evaluation model. 

The research with the method combination was use the instruments observation sheet, interview, and 

documentation. The results of the research was reveal that at the evaluation context (teacher and 

student preparation) on the good criteria; the evaluation input (Lesson Plan, material characteristics, 

and learning tools) on the good criteria, the evaluation process (preliminary, core and coveractivities) 

on the good criteria, and the evaluation of products (the cognitive learning outcomes) on the very good 

criteria. 

Keywords: Evaluation, Guided Inquiry, temperature and heat, CIPP Mmodel. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Physics is a way of finding out about of systematically natural phenomena, physics not only 

mastery of knowledge in the form of a set of facts, concepts or principles but also a process of 

inquiry (Depdiknas, 2012). Sund in Rusman (2012) states that the inquiry is a mental process 

that assimilates a concept or principle, such as observing, classifying, predict, explain, 

measure, and make conclusions. Further Sund said that the syntax of guided inquiry learning 

include: finding problems through observation, formulate problems, propose hypotheses,the 

experiments planning such as solving problems or the other means, the conducted 

experiments or the other ways of problem solving, make observations and collect data, data 

analysis, making inferences and discovery. 

Evaluation of the application of the guided learning model can be done in various models, one 

of which is the CIPP (Context, Input, Process, and Product) evaluation model that developed 

by Daniel L. Stufflebeam et al in 1967 at Ohio State University. Stufflebeam in Arifin (2009) 

said that the context is the situation or background that affects the types of the education 

objectives and strategies; input is facilities and infrastruct, asset, materials, and strategyy plan 

to achieve goals; process is the implementation of strategy and use of facilities, asset, and 

materials, and  product is the results of during and final system development. According 

Arikunto (2014) that context evaluation is describes and the environment details,  needs, 

population and sample, and the purpose of project; input evaluation is an evaluation tool, 

capital, materials, and plans and strategies set to achieve program objectives; evaluation 

process with regard to the implementation of the strategy and the use of facilities, capital, and 

materials as well as the level of achievement of the program; and product evaluation is the 

assessment activities to measure the success in achieving program objectives, and determine 

whether the program be continued, discontinued or modified. 
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2. Methods 

This evaluation research of concerning the application of guided inquiry learning using mixed 

methods (Cohen & Manion, 1994; Sugiyono, 2006). This method is used to collect primary 

and secondary data are stimulants. Primary data (qualitative) obtained through the techniques 

of data collection using the observation sheets, then interview, and documentation study. 

Secondary data (quantitative) obtained through the results of observations analysis regarding 

the evaluation of context, input, process, and product. 

3. Result and Discussion 

3.1 The Results of Context Evaluation  

The results of observation and interviews of regarding of the teacher preparation indicators in 

applying guided inquiry learning model on temperature and heat topic shows that the lesson 

plan; teaching materials; student worksheet; media; and evaluation tools (test) along with 

answer keys and scoring were a good criteria. In addition, the student preparation indicators in 

the learning process at the first meeting as the physical condition, present in class on time, 

brought notebooks, pens, workbooks, and other supporting materials were enough criteria. In 

the second and third meeting were a good criteria. The results of context  evaluation are 

presented in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 the rresults of ccontext evaluation  

Figure 3.1 show that the results of the context evaluation can be said to be on a good criteria. 

Ssome of the findings still require repairs and improvements such as the apperception 

questions in the lesson planwere less touching the daily lives of students, student worksheets 

were less guiding of students to discover the concepts and principles of physics on based the 

experiments facts. 

3.2 The Results of Input Evaluation  

The results ofoobservation and interviews of regarding the inputevaluation for the lesson plan 

indicator (identity, competency standars aandbasic competency, indicators of achievement 

and learning objectives, content, teaching strategy, syntax guided inquiry learning model, 

media, tools, and learning resources as well as the assessment) was a good criteria; the 

material characteristics indicator (suitabilitylity competency standars, basic competency,  

indicators of achievement and learning objectives) was a very good criteria; and the  

instructional media indicators (suitability competency standars, basic competency, indicators 

of achievement and learning objectives, and materials, as well as utilizing laboratory 
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equipment or simple tools) was a good criteria. The results of input evaluation arepresented in 

Figure 2. 

 

Figure 3.2. The Results of InputEvaluation 

Figure 3.2 shows that the results of input evaluation are good criteria. The said that because 

the syntax of guided inquiry learning in the lesson plan is not stated clearly, the same 

formulationsof learning objectives are not in sync with the formulation of the test items in the 

evaluation instrument, the experiments guide on the sudent worksheets in general use 

laboratory equipment,the less avail tools simple from the surrounding environment. 

3.3 The Results of Process Evaluation  

The observation results of the learning implementation on the preliminary activities that 

include teacher activities to aspects of greeting, invite students to sit, guiding students to pray, 

attendancechecking, classroom managing,  apperception, provide motivation, and deliver the 

learning objectives are very good criteria, whereas in the student activities with the aspect 

sitting position, responding to greetings, praying, responding to the presence, responding to 

the apperceptionquestions, responding to motivation, listening, watching, and writing learning 

objectives are the sufficient criteria with details at first meeting: 65% of the students are very 

good criteria and 35% of the students in sufficient criteria; The second meeting: 60% of the 

students arevery good criteria and 40% of the students in sufficient criteria; and the third 

meeting: 71% of the students are very good criteria and 29% of the students in sufficient 

criteria. 

On the core activities with the aspectsare phenomenonpresent, and guide students toformulate 

the problem on the phenomenonbased, hypothesis proposed, problem solution plan, 

conducting experiments and observations, collecting and organizing data, and analysing the 

results of experiments to find a concept were very good criteria. 

On the cover activities with the aspects are guide students to make inferences, reflect 

conducted, feedback, and giving the evaluation and homework shows good criteria in the first 

meeting. In the second and third meetings increased by very good criteria. The Results of the 

learning process evaluation   are presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.3 theResults of Learning Process Evaluation 

Figure 3.3 describes that the results of the learning process evaluation at good criteria. Some 

aspects implementation are not maximized, among others, the apperception of delivery less 

the students initial knowledge digging, the syntax of guided inquiry learning is not clearly 

communicated, the subject matter was concluded without involving the students, and not to 

give reflection and feedback of the evaluationresults.   

3.4 The Results of Product Evaluation  

The Results of product evaluation in the scores form of the student learning outcomes with 

aspects of preparing the gridds and test, tests conducted, test resultsanalyse, and report of the 

results showed very good criteria (more than 90% were completed). The Scores of student 

learning outcomes (post-test) are presented in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4 theResults of Product Evaluation  
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Figure 3.4 shows that almost all the students are in their completion criteria. However, some 

of the findings of weakness include the formulation of test items are need to be synchronized 

with the formula learning objectives in the lesson plan and are also accompanied with the 

answer key and scoring. 

4. Conclusion 

From the research results and discussion of regarding theapplication of guided inquiry 

learning model on the material temperature and heat using CIPP evaluation model, it can be 

concluded that the contextevaluation, input evaluation and learning process evaluation are a 

good criteria, and products evaluation in the cognitive learning outcomes was very good 

criteria. 
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Abstract 
Program of tiered assignments in the Department of Physics, Unima intended to build student 

competence as teacher candidate, in designing and implementing democratic learning in school.  

Tiered assignment was given at semester III to VII. Target of tiered assignment is to equip students to 

design learning materials, as well as carrying out research thesis.  Development research of tiered 

assignments designed to be implemented over four years.  The first year of research (2014) focused on 

the early stages (semester III students) and final stage (students who do research thesis) of tiered 

assignment design.  The results of the initial stage of the study showed that the students in small 

groups, able to develop the assignment, to strengthen mastery of concepts, skills to formulate the task 

material from various sources, and creating a climate of democratic learning in groups. The results of 

the final phase of the study show that students can contribute to build a democratic learning interaction 

in study groups and high school students. Students have not been successful in establishing the role of 

teachers to develop and implement the thematic task instructions. 

 

Keywords: tiered assignments, early stage, final stage, democratic learning, thematic assignment. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Manado State University's mission is to implement a program of quality education and 

implement a direct or indirect role in development in North Sulawesi. Strategy Manado State 

University in educational development in North Sulawesi is education for education personnel 

are qualified and interactive with education providers (education authorities, schools, 

communities) in North Sulawesi and the surrounding areas. Derivative strategy Manado State 

University in the Master Plan Unima Research is carrying out research to produce products, 

services and interactive research activities with stakeholders. Master Plan Research in the 

field of education / teaching geared to produce learning materials (books, electronic learning 

materials, experimental equipment, etc.), do direct service in the context of research, and 

conduct joint research partnerships organizers of the school. Physical Education Studies 

Program Faculty Unima develop a tiered duty model with the aim of directing and focusing 

the formation of prospective teachers competence in stages until finally produce the learning 

that is implemented through a research thesis. Policy development tiered task to improve the 

relevance of the study of development programs in schools based on the strategic plan Unima. 

Several studies show that higher education cooperation with the school (for example, through 

teaching aid activities by lecturers) can improve the quality of science learning (Erickson et 

al, 2005; Buczynski and Hansen, 2010). 

Design and development tasks tiered program is based on the principle: (1) continuity of 

learning (lectures), (2) direct experience  students learn to build a democratic climate, (3) 

experience developing and implementing learning materials any source  design by optimizing 

the role of stakeholders. The principle of continuity of learning material based on the view 

that information constructivism (learning materials) must be connected with the prior 
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knowledge that has been owned by the students. According to Hansen (2000) theory of 

constructivism emphasize critical thinking to overhaul the knowledge and cognitive structures 

that already exist, starting from the experience of learners. According to Stringer (2008), 

learners conduct their activities in a continuous cycle in which he conducted the proceedings 

to improve understanding, expand knowledge and skills. Cognitive research results indicate 

that the development of learning programs is a challenge to the students to find relationships 

and to integrate the ideas in authentic contexts so that he understands the problems in the real 

world (Bransford et al, 1999). Ozcan (2013) suggested that the study was designed to confront 

the student in real life to providing opportunities to learn experience. According Itin (1999), 

the philosophy of education based on experience (experiential education) is a process that 

occurs between teachers and students that combines experience about  content and learning 

environment. According to Lee et al (2000), the main focus is the experience-based learning 

what is interesting from a phenomenon faced by students. Howden (2012) suggested that the 

experience-based learning will be efficient if physical experience combined with reflection. 

According to Lee et al (2000), experience-based learning requires continuous reflection for 

students to transform information into deeper understanding. Quality reflection conducted by 

gives learners a more significant impact than the building alone experience. 

Entry 2013 curriculum that emphasizes thematic learning in school, developed based on the 

principles of constructivism. Emphasis relevance of learning by experience and the child 

needs to be a prerequisite for the development of activity-based learning activities of students. 

Thematic learning also emphasizes the importance of continuity of materials and learning 

activities. Thematic learning developed in the form of school tasks performed outside the 

hours of study. Thematic task was designed as a single entity known as thematic units (Barton 

and Smith, 2000), with a varied approach: from concept to context, from the context to the 

concept, and  sosciance. Thematic task characteristics were developed and implemented in 

schools are: (1) thematic instruction based learning that is flexible to be developed according 

to the characteristics of local environment (physical, social-cultural) schools, (2) the student 

activity-based learning, (3) a democratic learning with reflection through peer-assessment, (4) 

study supported the role of parents and the community. 

Material thematic task is about the school environment, thus enabling thematic task-based 

instruction developed science process. Students are faced with real situations, making it 

relevant to the experiences and needs. Suggest thematic learning cooperative learning using 

concrete materials, discussions and guided discovery (Henderson and Landesman, 1995). The 

design of student activity-based learning activities that are flexible, can be adapted according 

to the conditions of student learning groups. The draft instruction accommodate several 

alternative thematic task-based learning activities of students such as: active based learning, 

problem based learning and project based learning. Thematic task instructions are designed as 

small group activities (5-6 people) but can be adapted to the needs on the ground. In the 

implementation of learning activities that teachers act as facilitators to plan and coordinate the 

activities of learning, provide feedback to individuals or groups of students based on 

assessment of the learning process, confronting issues relevant alternative to the facts or 

phenomena studied, coordinating role of parents. Parents and community play a role as a 

facilitator or partner mastery of learning depends on the issue and field activities. 

Basic synchronization tiered task at Unima with the development and implementation of the 

thematic task instruction in schools is the democratization of learning. Learning in a 

democratic climate in schools capital to followed further education in college and for life in 

society. Democratic learning through tiered assignments give experience to prospective 

teachers to design learning based on the principle of democratic learning, as well as built a 
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democratic attitude of students. Forms of democratization of learning stressed the importance 

of the suitability of the experience and imagination of students in the design of materials and 

learning activities (Fettes, 2013). The final task of the material tiered instruction form 

thematic task, directed to issues that occur in the environment and global issues that are 

relevant. The process of science / sosiosaintifik implemented through thematic task 

instruction in schools has two objectives. First, to improve students' understanding of the facts 

/ phenomena in the environment, improve the mastery of the relationship between the 

concepts of the context, increasing mastery of networking concepts (interdisciplinary) based 

theme. Second, to build a democratic learning climate as capital for self-development as a 

whole. 

The research objective is to develop a competency task tiered student teachers to design the 

materials, activities, and evaluation of learning, as well as implementing the learning process 

independently. Research tiered assignments designed to be implemented over four years 

according to the stages of study. The first stage is the stage of strengthening the mastery of 

concepts and relationships between concepts to the context. The last stage is to implement the 

thematic task instruction that has been designed gradually through tiered assignments. The 

final stage is the stage of a student thesis research. The basic principle in the development of 

tiered task is to create a climate of democratic learning that students gain experience 

designing and executing instructions democratically thematic task at school. This article 

describes the process of democratization of learning in the first and final level of the tiered 

assignment scheme. Evaluation of the learning process of democratization on the first level 

describes the interaction of a group of students in deepening democratic concepts and 

relationships between concepts to the context. Evaluation of the democratization process in 

the final stage to describe the ability of students to create a climate of democratic learning in 

the implementation of the thematic task instruction in schools 

2. Research Methods 

2.1. The Design of a Tiered Assignment 

This study developed a research model of development in the long cycle, covering the stages 

of competence development student teachers to produce a product in the form of thematic task 

instructional design for learning in school. Tiered task is developed to redirect students to 

achieve competence of teachers through the stages of material and activity groups. Strategy of 

using small group aims to steer students to interact democratic and productive in developing 

tiered assignments. Tiered task has two dimensions, namely the dimensions of matter and 

dimensions activities in synergy conditioned so that students in groups can build initiative, 

critical thinking, science process skills and elements of other teachers' competence. Tiered 

task will be measurable learning outcomes developed through activities of the task. Learning 

outcomes (learning outcomes) describes the essence and mastery of knowledge in depth 

which is expected to achieve at the end of the program (Harden, 2002). Tiered task begins 

with strengthening the concept of using a variety of learning resources. Discussed the concept 

relies on the theme selected task themselves by groups of students. Stages of the overall task 

is a process to produce draft instructional once the process to improve the capability and skills 

to design and implement instructional design. Direction of the development task from 

beginning to end of the program is a strategy of thematic instruction-based development 

research (research-based strategies). The design of a tiered assignment of half of the semester 

are as follows: 

1. Strengthening the mastery of basic concepts by conducting studies and other 

reference books; 
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2. Formulate the task tiered theme of the issue or phenomenon surrounding 

environment, and formulate the concept of the phenomenon relevant; 

3. Formulate alternative learning models that are relevant to the material characteristics 

defined in phase 1 and 2); 

4. Formulate learning scenarios, according charakteristic  material (phase 1) and 

alternative learning model (stage 3); 

5. Formulate learning material evaluation (process and achievement / performance), 

according charakteristic material (phase 1 and 2), the choice of teaching methods 

(phase 3), and learning scenarios (phase 4); 

6. Formulate selection of instructional media and learning approach (based activities in 

the classroom, in the laboratory, in the field); 

7. Designing learning research activities with learning materials developed through the 

stages of 1) s / d 6); and 

8. Carry out research as thesis research and prepare a report thesis. 

2.2. Indicators Tiered Assignments Early and Late Stages 

Emphasis tiered task early stage is increasing mastery of basic concepts and mastery of the 

relationship between the concept of the context. Tiered task early stage or stage 1 includes 

items 1 and 2 in the draft tiered assignments each semester. Product tiered task context is the 

formulation stage 1 (thematic), which contains descriptions of phenomena and concepts. The 

student group determines its own theme and develop context-concept relationships of 

phenomena in groups (5-6 people). The democratization process of student learning at the 

stage-1 was measured from indicator: (1) coordination and division of tasks of the group, (2) 

the level of participation of members of the group in the acquisition of resources / references, 

(3) the level of participation of members of the group in a discussion / debate, (4 ) cooperation 

to overcome obstacles. Data indicator 1-4 is obtained using a check list. Democratization of 

learning in a group will theoretically encourage shared knowledge and experience, thereby 

potentially reducing the differences in knowledge between members of the group. Indicators 

to measure at this stage in the first democratic proses is the mean and variance mastery of 

concepts and concept relationships. This indicator is obtained through a test at the end of 

lectures. 

The final stage is the stage of research in schools, covering items 7 and 8 of the draft tiered 

assignments each semester. In the final stage, should a student do research study using a self-

designed instructional materials (phase 1 s / d 6), but in the first year (2014) this research, 

students not taking the appropriate process design tiered task. In the first year, VII semester 

student who does not follow the stages of the previous tiered assignments, were involved in 

the research development and implementation of thematic task instructions. In the first year. 

basic thematic task instructions are designed by a team of professors and tested on groups of 

middle and high school students. The design of the basic thematic assignment instructions (for 

students who are currently there in the second half) in the future is a product tiered task of the 

student group. Implementation of the final stage tiered task (2014) through research 

conducted by students of VII semester aimed to evaluate the potential and constraints 

experienced in the implementation of the draft thematic task instructions. At this stage of 

research, the implementation of the thematic task is facilitated by a group of research 

students, teachers and parents. Student group (cross areas of study: physics, mathematics, 

biology) and teachers act as facilitators. Parents and community play a role as a facilitator or 

learning partners, depending mastery of learning materials. For students learning facilitation 

services by potential teams motivate, increase interaction and learning productivity. Research 

Wadkins et al, (2006), suggests that the teaching team gave a positive impact on student 
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learning outcomes for students gain a broader opportunity to interact with the teaching team. 

According to the Center for Teaching and Learning (2006), the teaching team advantage for 

students is the improvement of learning outcomes consequent increase student interaction 

with teachers, and also developed a multi-dimensional approach to learning materials. 

Wentworth and Davis (2002) suggests that through the collaboration of a team of teachers, 

students' interaction can be constructed by a team of teachers to the process of scientific 

In the research phase (implementation plan thematic task) at the school the student's role in 

the democratization process of evaluation at this stage of the development of thematic 

assignment instructions, implementation and evaluation. Indicators of democratization role of 

students in instructional design development phase of thematic tasks are: (1) socialization 

development plan instruction together with teachers, (2) to motivate teachers and parents to 

give input on the draft related to the priority issues and the related with needs and experience 

of students, (3) to give input for optimizing student activity-based activities, (4) designing 

alternative field activities with the role of parents as partners and facilitators of learning, (5) 

designing assessment Dialogic by students - teachers - parents. At this stage of development, 

the data indicator of the role of students is obtained by using the checklist (check 

list). Indicators of democratization role of students in the implementation phase of thematic 

task instruction are: (1) communicating and promoting the role of teachers and parents to 

facilitate the activities of students, (2) initiatives to give direction / explanation to students 

when teachers and parents can not do it, (3) noted deficiencies inimplementation of thematic 

tasks and discuss with teachers and parents to repair, (4) appreciates the role of teachers and 

parents excellence and encouraging to be developed, (5) communicating with teachers and 

parents about the results of the assessment were conducted independently, (6) the willingness 

to accept feedback / criticism of students, teachers and parents. In the implementation phase, 

the data indicator of the democratization of the role of students is obtained by using the 

checklist (check list). 

2.3. Implementation of Research 

Research phase 1 duties performed tiered integrated with the study of physics lectures and 

study schools 1 school physics 2. Target task tiered school physics course study 1 is to 

strengthen the mastery of the concepts of physics of high school level to basic physics. The 

form of lectures is to make the task of the group by using textbooks and other references, 

comparing material, conduct analysis and reflection, and to formulate a complete conceptual 

material as products duty-tiered one. Goal 2 school physics course study is to improve the 

mastery of concepts relationship with the context, by identifying the concept of physical 

phenomena, formulate physical processes that explain the phenomenon. The themes provide 

the context for the task set by the student. The team of lecturers act as facilitators and 

assessors / evaluators. This article describes the democratization of student learning, as a 

result of the assessment by a team of professors lecturing process (task tiered). 

The final phase of the research (development and implementation of thematic task instruction) 

implemented in Sangihe, for two months (January - February 2014). Research activities 

include the development and implementation of thematic task instruction thematic tasks at 

school (junior and senior). In the implementation of school learning, the student group 

consists of one student of physical education, a student of biology education and one student 

of mathematics education. The development of thematic task instruction conducted by student 

groups with students, teachers, and parents. Implementation of the thematic task instruction of 

students worked in groups, involves the role of teachers and parents. In this article described 
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the role of students in developing instructional design and implementation of the thematic task 

instructions. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Students Learn The Process of Democratization in The Early Stages of Tiered Task 

The early stages of implementation of the tasks performed tiered integrated with school 

physics course study 1 (third semester) and two school physics studies (fourth semester). In a 

study of school physics course 1, there are six groups of students. Two groups of six and four 

groups of five people. Membership of the group is determined solely by students. Results of 

the assessment process learning school subjects physics studies 1, showing the interaction of 

the group at the meeting of 1 s / d 2 is less productive, and less initiative. Until the third 

meeting, the group tends to be a division of the partial work of each member of the group, and 

the task just a compilation of the work of members. Share process knowledge and experience 

did not go well. Referrals / input provided lecturers through correction and consultancy 

assignments encourage students to reflect together and can build a sense of shared 

responsibility to improve and develop the task. Referrals and explanation of the task tiered 

directing the group to conduct collaborative research thesis very motivating students to 

improve and develop the group task. At the fourth meeting, and so on up to the fourteenth 

meeting, a group of students started using a longer discussion time to reformulate the 

improvement and development tasks. Correction task by a team of lecturers to be reflected 

back, to significantly enhance the cooperation group to obtain additional reference, to deepen 

the discussion sections are considered less by the lecturer. Students collectively solve 

problems facing members of the group, and they perceive that the problem is a shared 

responsibility. At first there was a tendency to blame the group members were inattentive or 

experiencing slow in doing part of the job. Initiative group members develop materials 

beyond duty hours developing good meeting after meeting to five. Results of tests mastery of 

the concepts of physics associated with the material tiered assignments, shows the average of 

individual scores vary between 2.55 to 3.12. This score is still relatively low for a range of 

values 0 - 4. The range of the average score indicates mastery of a concept that is not 

maximized. Variance group score varies between 0.07 to 0.083. The range of variance showed 

that the group interaction is quite successful in addressing the gap mastery of concepts by 

each member of the group. These results indicate that the role of the faculty in consulting 

services, provide corrections deepening and development tasks, confronting a group of 

students on alternatives approaches and references, can encourage democratic learning 

interactions and increasing mastery of concepts together. Helms et al, (2005) suggested that 

teachers should be ready to develop materials and activities outside of the format that has 

been prepared to address the barriers experienced by groups of students. 

The process of assessment of the implementation of the second school physics lectures 

assessment (fourth semester) showed the impact of democratic interaction that develops 

through the course of the school of physics studies 1. The group of students with the same 

membership, since the beginning of showing initiative and democratic group interactions. 

Initiative to apply relevant context to the material before the task, performed by all group 

members. All groups were efficient enough priority determines the context for discussion. 

Indicators of democratic learning in group interaction study showed that the democratic 

attitude has developed well, although not maximum learning outcomes. the test results 

showed ranges procurement concepts and relationships in the context of the concept is still 

low (2.4 to 2.8). These test results indicate the need for strategies to improve the mastery of 

the faculty team relationship with the context of physics concepts. Despite democratic 
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learning climate has grown among members but the students individually or in groups are still 

experiencing difficulties in studying the concept and relationship with the concept of context. 

Problems difficulties in mastering concepts and concept relationships with context 

experienced by many researchers as reported by Soto-Lombana et al., (2005). The results of 

discussions with students concluded that the student takes practice to identify the relationship 

concept with the context of the problem or simple phenomenon. Democratic learning climate 

that has been created in the study groups, a capital for the development of alternative 

increasing mastery of concepts and relationships with the concept of context. Lectures with 

assignments tiered policy directed prospective teachers to build competence in designing and 

implementing learning instructional design, shows the potential to build experience and 

democratic attitude in learning. Democratic interaction between members of the group can 

gradually mature attitude to learn and improve mastery of the material, because the discussion 

of concepts and networking concepts will be repeated at each stage of the task. 

3.2. Democratization Student Role in the Development and Implementation of Thematic 

Task 

The assessment results at this stage of the development of instructional design in the field of 

thematic task (school) can be concluded is not maximized. The involvement of teachers of 

science-math was not optimal. At this stage of the development of thematic task instruction 

(five themes) in SMP and SMA targeted research, there is only one or two teachers who 

participate actively providing input and raise the role of parent / community. Student 

participation in the design development phase is low, since students do not have experience in 

thematic learning / contextual and only accepts textual learning material from the 

teacher. Participation of parents / community high enough in providing input learning 

problems and needs related to issues chosen as the theme of learning. Although the number of 

parents / communities involved in the development of design in the target schools only about 

3-5 people, but quite communicative and productive to advise mainly related to the design of 

field activities.Students are able to convince the important role of parents in children's 

learning process. Parents understand the importance of giving local input element in 

instructional design, to increase students' awareness of environmental conservation, especially 

cleanliness. The low participation of teachers in the development of instructional design, 

among others, due to no experience designing collaborative learning activities and routines to 

prepare learning materials because the density of the teaching load of teachers. Teachers are 

aware of and have a desire to develop thematic task but requires experience, skill 

building. Teachers require a longer preparation time to develop thematic design tasks, the 

explanation accompanied by a team of lecturers. Explanation groups of students on 

instructional design to motivate students to participate in activities, but students inputs for the 

development of thematic task instruction was minimal.  

In the implementation phase of the design, the students managed to encourage learning 

democratic interaction within the group or groups of students. Students successfully act as a 

facilitator in the learning process of students. Student activity which shows the growing 

climate of democratic learning are: an increase in the intensity of the questions and answers in 

the group, the development of respect for the opinion of friends in discussion groups and 

across groups, the increase of alternative activities in the field, the variation of the 

measurement activities in the field (facilitated parent). Students with the teachers managed to 

push the role of parents in the field activities and discussion. Parents can act both as 

facilitators (based on experience), and discussed the relationship experience with learning 

materials. Based on the results of student assessment role in the development and 

implementation of thematic task instruction can be concluded that the implementation of the 
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thematic task learning research can encourage the development of democratic learning climate 

of a group of students, although teachers do not yet play a maximum. The role students can 

motivate parents play a role in the implementation of learning, such as through the role of a 

parent can actualize themselves, gain experience, strengthening and enrichment experiences 

and establish more intimate communication with students. 

4. Conclusion 

Early stage in the lecture program tiered assignments at the Department of Physics, State 

Unima can improve the learning climate and democratic learning experience of students. To 

build a climate of democratic learning, the faculty team should open the opportunity of 

consulting, correcting assignments and input on group interaction, at every meeting. 

Difficulty mastering concepts and concept relationships with context experienced by students 

in the early stages can be resolved through a process of development tasks, where students 

can interact democratic and lecturers have the readiness to guide the activities and serve 

groups of students to explore concepts and relationships of concepts and context of the task 

they choose , In the final stage tiered assignments, students can encourage the development of 

democratic interaction study of a group of students, but not maximum encourage teacher 

collaboration across fields of study. Students successfully encourage participation of parents 

in the implementation of thematic learning tasks. The role of students create a democratic 

climate in school studying potentially be improved if the student through the process of 

material development tasks and group interaction from the beginning level to the final level. 

Students through the process of developing the thematic task systematically potentially 

increase the experience and skills to build a democratic learning situation and to improve the 

mastery of concepts and relationships the concept of duty thematic material. 
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Abstract 

In general, purpose of this research is to apply scientific approach to discovery learning model through 

the use of authentic assessment to improve the quality of student learning in Physical Science Junior 

Class VII. Subjects in this study were students of class VII SMP Negeri 8 Manado semester 

2014/2015 academic year. Students numbered 24 people composed of 10 male students - male and 14 

female students. The method used in this research is a classroom action research, includes four stages 

namely: planning, action, observation / observation, and reflection / evaluation. Results of study on the 

first cycle of 24 students in classical completeness 65% had an average value of 60.5, the second cycle 

of classical increased to 72.5% on average acquisition value of 70.75 and in the third cycle `increased 

significantly ie classical mastery learning gains of 87.5% and an average value of 85, meaning it has 

exceeded a predetermined KKM classically 85%, and an individual score of 70. Activity scientific 

approach learning through discovery learning models include: Stimulation, 97.5% of students 

diligently follow what the teacher is shown through animation / simulation utilizing ICT media, 

Problem statement 75% of students asked questions on issues submitted by teachers, data collection is 

done through group activities, amounting to 6 groups all involved and enter data, then Data Processing 

from 6 group have done it right, Verification and generalization from 24 students, 20 students or 5 

group obtained a score of 80-100 with excellent category. While 4 students or one group obtained a 

score of 56-65 category enough. 92% of students responded that the implementation model of 

discovery learning is very interesting, and the atmosphere is fun. The conclusion of this study that a 

scientific approach to learning through discovery learning models using authentic assessment 

(cognitive, affective and psychomotor) can improve learning outcomes as a result of activities and 

learning processes are very good. Students responded that this model is very pleasant and preferred 

students. 

 

Keywords: Discovery learning, authentic assessment, learning outcome, learning activities 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The development of technology has increasing by rapidly. It is closely associated with 

development of science, especially in natural science. Technological developments provide a 

vehicle that allows science to growing rapidly. The development of natural science is so rapid 

inspire teachers to be able to design and implement more targeted education on the mastery of 

science concepts. To be able to develop natural science the creativity of Human Resources is 

an absolute requirement that must be improved. The right track to improve human resources 

through education, include formal and non-formal education.  

Characteristics learning of natural science in physics  according to Herbert (1986: 12) as a 

whole physics can be regarded as a science that seeks decipher, explain the laws and natural 

events with an overview by the human mind, in line with it, according to Brockhous (1972) 

natural science is a collection of knowledge that is obtained using methods based on 

observations (Tim Physics, 1994: 8). The essence of natural science in physics as well as talk 

about science because physics is a part of science. Physics is one branch of science, and 
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science that was born and developed through the steps of observation, problem formulation, 

formulation of hypotheses, testing hypotheses, steps of observation, drawing conclusions, as 

well as the discovery of theories and concepts. And it can be said that the essence of physics 

is the science that studies the symptoms through a series of processes known to the scientific 

process that is built on the basis of scientific attitude and the result is manifested as a 

scientific product that is composed of the three most important components in the form of 

concepts, principles, and theories that apply universal. 

From some of the above opinion can be concluded that science or natural science is 

systematically arranged knowledge about objects and natural phenomena. The knowledge 

gained by scientific way. Because the natural phenomenas are very broad nature, so to 

facilitate the study and understanding it, scientists has divided into three parts. These parts are 

physics, chemistry, and biology. The idea to develop skills in the process of this research is to 

apply to the subject  of the study of physics in junior high school students.  

Physics as  a part of the natural science is a knowledge that describes the business, findings, 

insights, and collective wisdom of mankind. Review of aspects of the aimsl or the basic 

ability to be achieved, the subjects of physics emphasis on the mastery of concepts and their 

interrelationships to be applied to problem solving. Characteristics of teaching, physics is a 

human activity that aims to find the order of nature through observation, measurement, 

experimentation, testing and withdrawal of a conclusion. Physics subjects in junior high 

school was developed with reference to development and physical characteristics aimed to 

educate students to be able to develop observation and experimentation and are abiding 

principle. Ability of observation and experimentation with more emphasis on thinking skills 

training that covers governance experimental trial with know the equipment used in the 

measurements in the laboratory and in the around place that student lives, ranging from the 

simple assessment forwarded to more complex assessment. 

One of the problems facing the world of education in Indonesia is the problem of weakness in 

learning process. The management of learning process that occurs on there is  teaching 

process with transfer of knowledge as the main learning activities. In this process, teachers act 

more as educators, and students as teaching recipient objects that are transferred by the 

teacher. So the ability of teachers to transfer of knowledge as the main activity in learning. 

Extremely, teacher can impose his will, so students receive the information submitted by 

teachers. This affects teachers performed with preparation using the lecture method. 

Based on the information and observations in some schools identified that in generally, junior 

and senior high school students despite the availability of adequate instruments categorized 

lab but teachers tend to use conventional models. Teachers are finding it difficult to teach 

Physics, among others, lack of facilities and properties ignorant, they think that an important 

matter has been given, and the target has been reached, although  use of the learning model is 

not in accordance with the characteristics of physics learning. 

From the opinion, identified the major problems that need to be given special attention by 

UNIMA as an institution and Education Personnel: how to generate creative teacher to 

support the implementation of the curriculum KTSP professionalitas teachers that actually 

measured on indicators of student learning process, and in the process of student learning 

experiences ( Drafting Team UNIMA, 2009: 6). In learning of natural science the physics 

teacher can develop a wide variety of student learning experiences, such as identifying 

problems, make observations, collect the data, testing and experimentation. 
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This research was carried out due to the fact that occur in the field, where applied learning is 

not implemented optimally and learning achievement is not in line with expectations. Physics 

concept mastery through research methods were simply not implemented by  school, this is 

due to a variety of constraints such as the unavailability of the laboratory. Found also the 

students do not understand the concept of relationship with other concepts. 

Scientific approach in this study provide a way out for the problem above. Scientific approach 

is a learning that begins with observing the activities of the object image, for example, 

followed by submission of questions by students or hypothesis then jointly conducting 

experimental evidence to objects that become the problem in this case identifies the problem 

concept through a scientific approach. Learning to be applied to this study is a scientific 

approach. Scientific approach in this research referred to include observing, ask, reasoning, 

tried, forming networks for all subjects. (In material PLPG, 2013). 

Starting from the descriptions, so will do research "Scientific Approach Through Discovery 

Learning Models Using Authentic Assessment On Physics Learning in  Junior High School 

for the Seventh Grade  

Issues examined in the study are as follows: 

1. Is using a scientific approach through discovery learning models using authentic 

assessment in the subjects of physics topic Heat and Changes of Matter in  SMP 

Negeri 8 Malalayang for the seventh grade, can improve the quality of learning in 

terms of the following aspects: 

a. Improve the learning achievement in terms of cognitive, affective and 

psychomotor learning science in Physics? 

b. Improve the learning activities using authentic assessment in science teaching 

physics? 

c. What is the students response about  learning that using a scientific approach 

through discovery learning model using authentic assessment? 

Problem solving in this research is done by implementing Classroom Action Research. 

Classroom action research conducted in collaboration with a team of physics science teacher 

at SMP N 8 Manado. This research applied scientific approach through discovery learning 

model and using authentic assessment in junior high school for the seventh grade. 

Generally, the purpose of this research is the implementation of  scientific approach through 

discovery learning model using authentic assessment to improve the quality of student 

learning in the subjects of Physics Junior High School in the seventh grade. 

Specifically the purpose of this research are as follows: 

1. Applying scientific approach through discovery learning models 

2. Using authentic assessment in terms of aspects of affective, psychomotor and 

cognition in learning physics. 

3. Knowing the acquisition achievement and student learning using a scientific 

approach through discovery learning model. 

4. Improve the performance of students in learning by using discovery learning model  

5. Knowing the students responses to implementation of physics learning usiang 

scientific approach through discovery learning model. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1. Scientific Approach 

Scientific approach is a learning approach that oriented to the process of natural science, in 

the form of skills possessed scientists to create the produce natural science to each other that 

actually can not be separated. Scientific approach in study referred to include observing, ask, 

reasoning, tried, forming networks for all subjects. (In material PLPG, 2013). In relation with 

the above opinion, skills of natural science  can also use the process skills. 

The skills according to Rustaman, 2003 include: 

a. Observation. In order to achieve the skills to observe students should use as many 

senses, namely the senses of sight, smell, hearing, touch and taste bud. Thus it can 

collect and use relevant facts and adequate. 

b. Interpret observations (interpretation). To be able to interpret observations, students 

should be able to record any observations, and then link the observations that found 

a pattern or regularity of a series of observations. 

c. Grouping (classification). In the process of grouping included several activities such 

as looking for differences, contrasting characteristics, similarities, collate it, and look 

for the basic classification. 

d.  Foresee (prediction). Skills of prediction  include skill filed approximate  about 

something that has not happened or has not been observed by a trend or pattern that 

already exists. 

e. Communicate. To achieve communication skills, students should be able to discuss 

the specific  group as well as prepare and submit a report on the activities done in a 

systematic and clear. Students also should be able to describe the data that is 

obtained in the form of graphs, tables or charts.  

f. Hypothesize. Hypothesize may be a statement of the relation between variables or 

submit estimates of the causes of things. By hypothesize revealed how do problem 

solving, as in the formulation of hypotheses usually contained a way to test it. 

g. Plan your experiment or research. For students to plan experiments, he should be 

able to determine the tools and materials to be used. Furthermore, students should be 

able to determine which variables are made permanent and changing variables, 

determine what can be observed, measured or written, as well as determine how and 

work steps. In addition, students also must be able to determine how to process the 

data as material to draw conclusions. 

h. Applying the concept or principle. By using a concept that has been owned, students 

should be able to apply these concepts in new events or experiences related to how 

to explain what happened. 

i. Ask questions. The question posed in developing this skill can ask for an explanation 

of what, why, how or inquire background hypothesis. Questions about the 

background of the hypothesis suggests that students have an idea or forecasts for the 

test or check. By asking questions the students are expected not just to ask but 

involves thinking. 

2.2. Discovery Learning 

Natural Science learning based on scientific approach described by getting students in 

activities that will develop the knowledge and understanding of the concepts of science as 

scientists study the natural world. Trowbridge, et al. (1973) proposed a three-stage inquiry-

based learning. The first stage is discovery learn, namely teachers prepare and process 

problems but allow students to identify alternative outcomes. The second stage of coaching, 
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namely teachers and students raise the issue of determining the settlement and its process. The 

third stage, it is open inquiry, that teachers only give context while students identify a 

problem and solve it. 

Discovery Learning method is a learning theory is defined as a learning process that occurs 

when students are not presented with a lesson in its final form, but it is expected that students 

organize themselves. As a learning strategy. Discovery Learning has the same principle as the 

inquiry (inquiry) and Problem Solving. There is no difference of principle on this third term, 

on Discovery Learning more emphasis on the discovery of a concept or principle that were 

previously unknown. The difference with the discovery is that the discovery problems that 

confronted the students some sort of problem which was engineered by the teacher. In 

applying the method of Discovery Learning teachers act as mentors by providing 

opportunities for students to learn actively, as the opinion of the teacher should be able to 

guide and direct the learning activities of students in accordance with the purpose. Conditions 

such as these want to change the teaching and learning activities are teacher oriented to 

student oriented. In the Discovery Learning, should the teacher must give his students the 

opportunity to become a problem solver, a scientist, historin, or mathematician. Teaching 

materials are not presented in final form, but students are required to undertake a range of 

activities to collect information, compare, categorize, analyze, integrate, reorganize the 

material and make conclusions. According to NRC (1996) inquiry-based learning has the 

same principle with discovery learning activities include observation, asking questions, 

checking out the  books and other resources to see the available information, plan 

investigation, summarize what is already known in experimental evidence, using tools for 

collecting, analyzing and interpretation of data, submitted answers, explanations, predictions, 

and communicate the results. From the view of pedagogie, inquiry-oriented of natural science 

teaching better reflect the constructivist learning model. Learning is the result of a mental 

change continuously as we make meaning of our experiences. According NSTA & AETS 

(1998) heart is the ability to ask questions of inquiry and identify problem resolution. 

Therefore in learning more should the teacher asking open ended questions and more 

stimulating discussion among students. Asking questions and listening skills to effectively 

teach critical to success. Additionally inquiry requires skill in analyzing the data and assess 

the results to obtain valid inferences and reasonable. Natural Science students should be given 

the opportunity to analyze the data for pembekalannya. They should obtain an adequate level 

of proficiency in collecting and analyzing data in various formats (open and closed) and can 

use scientific criteria to distinguish conclusions valid and invalid. In the context of the 

inquiry, conducted assessment is based class in hopes of taking a broad view of students' 

learning experience. Assessment in inquiry-based learning differs from traditional assessment. 

To understand the students' ability in berinkuiri and understand the process can be done either 

based on an analysis of performance in the classroom and on the results of their work. The 

ability of students who should be judged is the ability to pose the questions-question that can 

be investigated, the investigation plan, implement the plan research, develop possible 

explanations, using the data as evidence to explain or to reject the explanation, and research 

reports. At the time of conducting inquiry student teacher observations for each student's 

performance, such as students in a class presentation, interaction with friends, use of 

computers, the use of laboratory equipment. Teachers also have the individual student's work 

includes draft research questions, criticism of other students, and a student journal. 

Observation of student performance and the result is a rich source of data to make inferences 

about teachers each students' understanding of scientific inquiry (NRC, 1996). Stages of 

implementation Discovery Learning is as follows: 
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a. Stimulation. First of all, at this stage the students are confronted with the atmosphere 

of the puzzle, so there is a desire to investigate itself. Teachers begin the learning 

process by asking questions, students were directed to read the book learning 

package, and the subsequent learning activity leads to problem solving. 

b. Problem statement. After stimulation the next step is teachers give  an opportunity to  

students to identify the relevant issues according to learning materials, then selected 

one further problem formulation proposed a hypothesis or a (temporary answer to 

the problem in question the teacher. 

c. Data collection. When the exploration underway teachers also provide an 

opportunity for students to gather as much information relevant to prove whether or 

not the hypothesis (Shah, 2004: 244). At this stage serves to answer questions or to 

prove the truth of the hypothesis, so the students are given the opportunity to collect 

(collection) of various relevant information, read the literature, observing the 

objects, interviews with sources, conduct their own trials and so on. 

d. Data Processing. According to Shah (2004: 244)  data processing is activities of 

process data and information that has been obtained by the students through 

interviews, observation, and so on, then interpreted. All information on the results of 

readings, interviews, observation, and so on, all processed, randomized, classified, 

tabulated, even if necessary, be calculated and interpreted in a certain way at a 

certain confidence level. 

e. Verification. At this stage students perform a careful examination to prove whether 

or not the hypothesis set out earlier by finding alternatives, associated with the 

results of data processing (Shah, 2004: 244). Verification according to Bruner, aims 

to make the process of learning will go well and creative if the teacher gives students 

the chance to find a concept, theory, rules or understanding through examples that he 

encountered in his life. 

f. Generalization. The generalization/draw the conclusion is draw a conclusion that the 

process can be used as a general principle and applies to all events or similar 

problem, with regard to the outcome of verification (Shah, 2004: 244) in the material 

Teacher Training Professional, 2013. 

2.3. Authentic Assessment 

Natural science assessment is based on authentic assessment can be done in various ways 

such as: test works, written tests, observations, questionnaires, attitude scale, portfolio, project 

results. This, the scope of IPA assessment can be done either on learning achievement (end of 

activity) as well as in the acquisition process of learning achievement (for learning). 

Furthermore Sudarwan (2013) said authentic assessment is the evaluation process to measure 

performance, achievement, motivation, and attitudes of students in activities relevant to 

learning (Sudarwan, 2013). 

Based on the description above, the assessment of discovery learning is learning test and non 

test. The assessment includes cognitive assessment, which use written tests while 

psychomotor and attitudes (assessment of learning process) used observation sheets. 

3. Research Method 

Subjects in this study were students of seventh grade in SMP Negeri 8 Manado semester two 

in  academic year 2014/2015. Students are 24 people composed of 10 male and 14 female 

students.  
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The method used in this research is a classroom action research (PTK), using the model of 

Kemmis and Me Taggart (in Aqib Zainal 2006: 22). The classroom action research model 

includes: planning, action, observation, and reflection or evaluation. These models form the 

cycle followed by cycles of continuous others like spiral shape. Data Collection Instrument: 

The assessment of learning achievement include: a matter of daily tests and student worksheet 

on the cognitive aspects. Sheets research learning process include: affective and psychomotor 

assessment form. Data collection using, sheets Observation, Field Notes and carry out tests of 

learning achievement. Procedure of Processing data/ Data analysis. Data analysis technique 

used is the analysis of quantitative and qualitative data. Stages of data analysis activities 

(Miles & Huberman, 1992) is 1), Reducing the data, 2). Presenting the data, 3). Draw 

conclusions and Verification. 

4. Result and Discussion 

4.1. Result 

Learning achievement on the first cycle of 24 students in classical completeness 65% had an 

average value of 60.5, the second cycle of classical increased to 72.5% on average acquisition 

value of 70.75 and in the third cycle increased significantly ie classical mastery learning gains 

of 87.5% and an average value of 85, meaning it has exceeded a predetermined KKM 

classically 85%, and an individual score of 70. The learning activity through a scientific 

approach to discovery learning models include: Stimulation, 97.5% of students diligently 

follow what the teacher is shown through animation/simulation utilizing ICT media, Problem 

statement 75% of students asked questions on issues submitted by teachers, data collection is 

done through group activities, amounting to 6 groups all involved and enter data, then Data 

Processing from 6 group 5 group has been doing it right., Verification and generalization from 

24 students, 20 students or 5 group obtained a score of 80-100 with excellent category. While 

4 students or one group obtained a score of 56-65 category enough. 92% of students 

responded that implementation discoveri model of learning is very interesting, and the 

atmosphere is fun. Attitude aspects include: the seriousness conducting experiments (data 

collection), honesty reveal the fact, meticulous in work, cooperation with the friends group, 

effective use of time. The acquisition value of the indicator affective aspects mentioned above 

are as follows: Group I scores 75.42 acquisition of either category, group II scores acquisition 

of 67.5 good enough category, group III scores 76.5 good category, group IV scores 

acquisition 70.5 good enough category V group obtained a score of 75 categories of good and 

group VI a very good score of 85 categories. It means for aspects of attitudes the result are 

vary from quite well category to very well category. 

4.2. Discussion 

Applying a scientific approach through discovery learning models performed at junior high 

school students of seventh grade the subject is Heat and change of state  in terms of the 

cognitive aspects of learning achievement by performing tests in the first cycle an average of 

24 students learning achievement in classical 65% has  study completeness experience, the 

average value of 60.5. unfavorable category means that there should be improved. Teachers 

need to develop new innovations with expectations in  second cycle to increased the learning 

achivement. Physics concept development include interpretation, give examples, classify, 

compare, describe and deduce perluh special attention from the teacher. In two cycle 

classically it an increase to 72.5% of students who pass the study followed by a rise in the 

average value of 70.75. The effect of changes that occur from use of models discovery 

learning slowly began to understand the students, different learning situations create a 
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pleasant atmosphere, learning process centered on the students make a quality learning. The 

third cycle `experienced a significant increase in the classical mastery learning is 87.5% and 

the average acquisition value is 85, meaning it has exceeded a predetermined KKM is 

classically 85%, and individual achievement of a minimum score is 70. The achievement of 

mastery learning as a result of the learning process activity assessment by a team of teachers. 

Learning activities through a scientific approach to discovery learning models include: 

Stimulation, 97.5% of students diligently follow what  teacher is shown through 

animation/simulation utilizing ICT media, Problem statement 75% of students asked 

questions on issues submitted by teachers, data collection is done through activities groups 

totaling six groups are all involved and enter data, then Data Processing of 6 group 5 group 

has been doing it right., Verification and generalization from 24 students, 20 students or 5 

group obtained a score of 80-100 with excellent category. While 4 students or one group 

obtained a score of 56-65 adequate category. 92% of students responded that implementation 

of discovery learning model is very interesting, and the atmosphere is fun. Attitude aspects 

include: the seriousness conducting experiments (data collection), honesty reveal the fact, 

meticulous in work, cooperation with the friends group, effective use of time. The acquisition 

value of the indicator affective aspects mentioned above are as follows: Group I scores 

acquisition 75.42 of good category, group II scores acquisition of 67.5 in good enough 

category, group III scores 76.5 in good category, group IV scores acquisition 70.5 in good 

enough category, group V obtained a score of 75 in good categories and group VI scores 85 in  

very good category. Means for aspects of the outcome attitudes vary from good category to 

very good category. 

The response of students is very positive towards  use of discovery learning models which 

gives great opportunities for them to be active in learning to familiarize them perform 

activities of research, independent and innovative. Discovery learning theory-based 

conconstructivism learning, knowledge can not be moved away from understanding of 

teachers to students. That is, that the students should be mentally active build knowledge 

structures based on cognitive maturity has. In other words, students do not just accept what is 

presented the teachers but students' knowledge gained through real experience. So what they 

earn would be more meaningful and difficult to forget. One important principle is through this 

model of learning activities students build knowledge in his mind. While the teacher serves to 

simplify the process by providing opportunities for students to find their own ideas. The 

teacher gives the stages that lead students to a higher understanding and holistic nature not 

only sepenggal- piece. This learning is not only to develop the full potential of cognitive 

therapy available, including emotional development of students will be accustomed to 

thinking with the regular start of the things that fact, the formulation of the problem, 

hypothesis, data collection, data analysis until the withdrawal of a conclusion. Group 

activities rejuvenate student social interaction with peers pleasant learning atmosphere, 

creative attitude, innovative active and present themselves as a result of learning conditions in 

the facilitation of the teacher. 

Result of student learning achievement in terms of mastery of concepts and relationships 

between concepts and contexts through discoveri learning using authentic assessment that 

includes cognitive, affective and psychomotor likely to increase from cycle one, two and 

three. This increase is in line with students' perception of the learning model used, the role of 

the teacher is very good, very cooperative learning atmosphere conditioned, pleasant result in 

improving the quality of teaching includes mastery of concepts and learning activities through 

a process of discovery learning. 
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5. Conclusion and Recommendation  

5.1. Conclusion 

a. Use scientific approach through discovery learning models in natural science of 

physics learning in junior high school (teaching material (heat and changes of 

matter), can increase the involvement/activity of students in the learning process, 

and improve student learning achievement. 

b. Use authentic assessment through discovery learning model in learning physics 

science, increases the activity of learning both affective and psychomotor aspects of 

the students individually or in groups. 

c. Use a scientific approach to learning through discovery learning model in learning 

physics science to obtain a positive response from both students and 

teachers/teachers of physics who is the subject of this action research 

5.2. Recommendation 

a. Use learning inovation base on scientific approach through discovery learning and 

using authentic assessment encourage to active involvement of students, need to be 

developed in order to increase the effectiveness of learning. 

b. Using authentic assessment include cognitive, affective and psychomotor learning in 

the physics classroom  can be done in a sustainable manner. 

c. Classroom action research can be done continuously to improve the learning  natural 

science of  physics in Junior High School. 
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Abstract 

This research is part of a community model of participatory research in  the development of thematic 

learning in District Manganitu, Sangihe. The purpose of this study is to identify the theme of  learning 

and enrichment element mathematical science, mapping, networking formulation of mathematical and 

scientific concepts, identification of the  material position in the curriculum 2013 (K13). The method 

used is explorative analytic. This article presents  two examples of the results of the thematic material 

development taskstagonggong musical instruments, manufacture chopping knife. Mathematical 

science concepts contained in this tagonggong traditional musical instruments, namely: vibration, and 

soundwaves, sensory organs(ears), geometry (truncated cone), the utilization of biodiversity (material 

tagonggong maker). In making chopping knife concept is heat can change the temperature and shape 

of objects, relationships pressure and kinetic energy, elastic collision portion, friction, chemical 

structure of iron, changes in the chemical properties of iron. The results showed that the theme of 

learning and enrichment of mathematical science elements can be identified, concept mapping can be 

made, networking concepts can be formulated mathematical science and material position in K13 

thematic task can be identified. The productsof thisresearchintothe support materialsfor learning 

design forteachingsciencethat utilizes natural resources as an object of learning based on community 

activities, and can answer the needs of teachers as well as being a solution to the problem of learning 

on the island of Sangihe.  

 

Keywords: thematic tasks, community participation, the concept ofmathematicalscience 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Education of Sciences Nature or Science is an education-related field of study of the universe 

and all the processes that occur in it as its object, in the pre-university level as discussed in an 

integrated junior high school called Integrated Science Education (Integrated Science 

Teaching) Muhlisin Ahmad (2012). According J.Sree Kandi (2010) Science is a way of 

describing and explaining some aspects of the world around us. Accordingto both the above 

opinion states that learning science can not be separated by the natural surroundings. 

One important component in the learning of science is the development of learning materials. 

Learning material is not solely developed from a textbook, but the material was developed in 

the context of everyday student life environment of human being,because is  an integral part 

of the natural surroundings. To that end, teachers should have the ability to organize learning 

materials based on a variety of learning resources. 

Learning resources is indispensable in teaching and learning activities to facilitate the 

achievement of learning objectives. In essence, the universe is a source of learning for people 

of all time. Therefore we need to take advantage of as well as possible the natural resources 

available in order to function optimally than as a source of learning can be useful for human 

survival. 

mailto:janetumangkeng@ymail.com
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Currently challenge the exploitation of natural resources is getting higher because influenced 

by population growth. Population growth can affect positive and negative, with increasing 

population also means increasing the potential workforce in search, but on the other hand a 

growing population also led to the greater number of needs that must be met, the increase is 

also space for residential areas, and the increasing demand for natural resources , The use of 

technology also leads to the degradation of natural resources will be higher because people do 

not know that any technology not only has a positive impact but also a negative impact on the 

environment. Many people also do not realize the environmental benefits as a source or as an 

object of scientific study. 

Object of science is the natural surroundings (biotic and abiotic) which is a natural resource 

that is in use daily. Exploration and analysis of the concept of science about the natural 

resources around us is a potential learning objects to build the knowledge, skills, and positive 

attitudes of students towards the use of natural resources. In line with the implementation of 

curriculum policy in 2013 that emphasizes the importance of the environment surrounding 

panorama-entry as a child at sources of learning, exploration and analysis of the concept of 

IPA will contribute to the development of learning materials. Exploration and analysis of the 

concept of IPA from existing resources in an example of the initial activity (analysis of 

learning material) from the design of contextual learning and thematic material. 

One of the creative efforts in implementing learning in the school curriculum in 2013 is doing 

thematic learning. Learning models will be more interesting and meaningful for children 

because this model presents themes more actual learning and contextual in everyday life. 

Democratic atmosphere will be awakened by the students get the opportunity to express 

opinions. The principle of inclusive, active pedagogy and democratic students used to engage 

students. The role of the teacher as organizer and facilitator needed to encourage student 

communication, group discussions and various forms of collaboration in developing critical 

thinking skills (Popov, 2008). Parents play an important role in the democratic process of a 

child learning (Bekoe and Quartey, 2013). Aref et al (2009) suggested six categories or types 

of participation of parents / community towards education namely: strengthening, partnership, 

interaction, consultation, provision of information, and manipulation. 

Community participation is considered important in the development and planning of 

education, because of the involvement of the public directly reflect the needs of the 

community (Cole, 2007). In the long term, the essential role of the community in education 

can encourage increased kulaitas life (Putnam, 2000), because the child develops through the 

process and conditions relevant to the environment. Paritipasi people directly integrate public 

expectations of the process of education of children, on the other hand the child is guaranteed 

relevant education to the needs of communities where someday he will live, work and build 

social relationships. Community participation in the educational process to support and lift the 

traditions, local culture, knowledge and skills (Lacy et al. 2002).  Rose (2003) suggests that 

community participation in education can improve or enrich learning resources, increase 

accountability of schools to the community, ensuring the cost effectiveness of resources and 

the responsibility to the needs local.Hasil-research (Epstein and Voorhis, 2010; Holcomb-

McCoy, 2010 ), concluded that oragtua and community involvement in education can reduce 

the difference in outcomes (achievement gaps) between students. This happens akbiat 

increased communication and cooperation (learning) students due to the support of parents. 

The design and implementation of learning activities combined with community activities 

provide flexibility and democratization of learning activities that theoretically become more 

productive. 
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Based on the results of a survey done in the district Manganitu on natural resources 

management there are many middle and high school physics concepts which can in anlisis for 

designing thematic learning materials to the curriculum in 2013 (Tumangkeng, J. 2013). 

Physics concepts are interrelated with other science subjects such as biology and chemistry. 

This article describes two examples of identification-based natural resource management 

community activities that can be used to design materials thematic tasks, namely: 1) 

Traditional musical instruments tagonggong, 2) Production of Machete 

Research objectives are: (1) identify the theme of learning and enrichment element 

mathematical science of natural resource-based community activities, (2) mapping, 

formulation of networking concepts and mathematical science (3) identification of the 

material position in the K thematic task 13. This article describes the activities learning 

combined with community activities can build a democratic atmosphere in learning 

2. Research Methods 

This study is an exploratory-analytic study conducted by exploring other forms of natural 

resource management and community-based activities to identify the theme of learning and 

enrichment of elements relevant mathematical science with component-konponen resource 

management. Analyzing the fabric of science concepts in each component of natural resource 

management and designed it as learning material. Analyze and formulate alternatives forms or 

children's learning activities. Research carried out in the district Manganitu. Analyzing the 

position of the material in the structure of the curriculum in 2013 and formulate learning 

materials (concepts and networking concepts) refers to the core competence and basic 

competences 

2.1. Procedure Research 

The procedure in this study are: 

1. The planning stage. Prepare a plan for the implementation of the research.Setting up 

the tools and materials necessary for the conduct of research; 

2. Phase Actions. Observation, identification, and classification of natural resources and 

form natural resource management by communities. Conducting interviews with the 

people who are around about the availability of resources, adequacy to the public, 

community management pattern, control the impact, how to ensure efisieinsi, and how 

safe management. Describe concepts relevant physics. To process research data with 

the Make a general description of the object of research, making analysis related 

physics concept. Make networking concepts Science (Physics, Biology, and 

Chemistry) related, make a description of material related to the concept, making the 

concept of science-related questions, and keterkaitanya with 2013 as the basis for 

designing curriculum materials thematic learning or community activity-based 

thematic task. Conducting the study results of previous studies for comparison 

.Menyimpulkan research3. Phase Reflection. Evaluate whether the conduct of research 

in accordance with the procedure planned actions, and whether the results expected in 

honor of the purpose and benefits of research. 

2.2. Analysis and Presentation of Research Results 

Data on the identification of natural resources are exploited society and patterns of utilization/ 

management presented descriptively. Resource characteristics and patterns of community 

management are explored and analyzed concepts relevant physics is presented in tabular form 

for musical instruments and to manufacture machetes tagonggong presented descriptively. 
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Analysis of the fabric of the concept for the formulation of activity, as well as analysis of the 

potential contribution of learning activities to increase the knowledge, skill and affection are 

presented in a concept map. Evaluation and recommendation formulation of the material in 

the design of the material later identified thematic task assignments thematic material position 

in the K 13 is presented in tabular form1. The identification of natural resources are exploited 

society and patterns of utilization / management. 

3. Result and Discussion 

3.1. Research Result 

This study presents the results of the shape-shape natural resource management in sub 

Manganitu who have dug concepts in physics and has made networking kosep. Management 

of natural resources such community-based activities include: 

3.1.1. Musical instrument Tagonggong 

3.1.1.1. Description of The Tool 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Tangonggong is a traditional music instrument typical of the islands Sagihe. This instrument 

existed before the Sangihe touched by religion. In this day and age tagonggong used in ritual 

worship of the Creator called Genggona Langi. Until now, every time there Tulude 

ceremonies such as music tagonggong sasambo always shown side by side with the 

accompanying dances. 

3.1.1.2. Analysis of Physical Concepts Related to Musical Instruments Tagonggong 

Scientific concepts contained in traditional music instrument tagonggong can be explained as 

follows: 

a. When tagongong beaten or given an impulse force, it will cause a vibration on the 

skin surface area of goat (a change in the mechanical energy into energy vibrations 

that produce sound), vibration energy is then propagated by intermediaries medium 

is air in the inner space tagonggong. The sound is heard depends on the distance 

between the sound source and the listener. The distance of sound waves per unit of 

time is called the propagation of sound. 

Therefore, the sound is a wave, then the general form of mathematical (basic 

formula waves) can be written: 

𝑣 =


𝑇
                     = 𝑣. 𝑇    (1) 

where:          

T = period of sound (s),  

Figure 1.Tagonggong  
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λ = penjang sound waves (m),  

v = velocity propagation of sound tagonggong 

Sound wave propagation speed is affected by temperature and density. At the time 

the temperature of a substance increases, the molecules move faster so that the 

frequency of collisions between the particles more. 

Sound Wave Energy. Propagation of sound waves in the carrying amount of energy 

from one place to another. Energy transferred as vibration energy propagation 

medium between the particles. Energy which each particle is 

W = 2𝜋2𝜇 . 𝑣. 𝑡 𝑓2𝐴2 

Wave power. Power is the energy that is propagated every second. 

𝑃 = 2𝜋2 𝜇 . 𝑣 𝑓2𝐴2     (3) 

where:             

P = average power dirambatkan (W),  

v = wave propagation speed (m / s),  

f = frequency (Hz)  

A = amplitude (m),  

μ = mass medium through which long union 

b. Intensity sound waves. The intensity of the sound wave is defined as the energy that 

is transferred per unit area per unit time or power per unit area perpendicular to the 

direction of wave propagation speed. 

c.  Pipe resonance Organa Open. Resonance is the sound event come bergetarnya an 

object because it has the same frequency as the source of the sound. 

d. Tagonggong sound color is determined by the way the cross-section vibrations   

goatskin after given impulse 

e. On the human auditory system. The human ear can be divided into three sections, 

namely the outer, middle, and inner. 

f. The shape of the instrument tagonggong a truncated cone geometry 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. truncated cone 

Table 1. Table identification and analysis of scientific concepts music instrument tagonggong 

Components 

theme / sub-theme 

Fact / phenomenon Variables Variables spatial 

variation, temporal 

factors influenced and form 

relationships 

(2) (1) (3) (4) (5) 

Sound energy 

propagation 

Tagonggong sound can 

propagate far and louder 
than other percussion 

music instrument 

Evibration  Evibration  great if given a great 

impulse (force muscle 

  Resonance  The greater resonance 
and the longer the air 

column the greater the 

sound energy 
generated.  

Energy vibration and air column 
(the shape of musical 

instruments)) 

 At the time of low 

temperature and humid 
tagonggong is not loud 

Sound waves 

propagation speed (v) 

 The higher the temperature (T) 

of air, the faster the propagation 
of sound (v). 
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enough and the sound 
propagation is not too 

far away. 

  air column  The larger the diameter and the 
longer tagonggong, the greater 

the air column 

  Waves superposition   Tagonggong form that has 
notches 

  The strength of the 

sound wave energy 

 The strength of sound wave 

energy propagates duration 
energy (E (t)) and the distances 

traveled by energy (E (x) 

3.1.1.3. Concept Mapping 

Relationship concepts of science - mathematics tagonggong music instrument can be mapped 

as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Map of the concept of science-math tool music tagonggong 
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3.1.1.4. Status of the Concept of Science-math Tagonggong in Curriculum 2013 

Table 2. Analysis of the position of the concept of science - mathematics tagonggong in curriculum 

structure 2013 

Phenomenon / 

context 

concept Subject accordance with Curriculum 2013 

SMP SMA 

VII VIII IX X XI XII 

IPA IPA IPA    B F  

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

Tagonggong produce 

a louder sound 

vibrations, waves and 

sound 

            

 Sound waves             

 Sound wave 

interference 

            

 Resonance             

Tagonggong truncated 

conical 

geometry             

 Sensory 

organs (ears) 

            

Tagonggong made of 

jackfruit wood and 

Nantu 

Use of Biodiversity             

Description: 

Blue: Physics Yellow: chemistry   Red: math  Green: Biology  

3.1.2. Production of Machete 

Make a machete is one of the community activities in sub Manganitu, in addition to at own 

use they make machete and knives for sale in order to supplement the family income but there 

is also a community that makes creating these machetes as their principal livelihood. 

Artificial-making processes for the machete machete could take up to 4 days while the blade 

takes sam-pies 2 days, to forge a machete in need of energy and considerable time that could 

be formed with a good machete. Tools tools and materials used to make this machete there are 

various kinds of tools to light a fire, for example, part of this tool consists of Antompeng 

(local language) is used to ignite the fire, Songo (the local language) is a channel for the wind 

out, Lindungang (languages local) serves to protect the flame. 

3.1.2.1. Analysis of Physical Concepts Related to Production of Machete 

Explanation of related concepts 

a. There is a change of energy: human energy (muscle energy) into kinetic energy, 

kinetic energy through antompeng. When the iron rod is placed on the coals 

occurred heat transfer 

b. The air pressure inside the tube is released on burning coals 

c. At the lower end of the cylindrical tube of bamboo mounted 1-inch iron pipe, type 

air in a pressurized cylinder, the air turned and focused into a small iron pipe, 

causing enlargement of the energy of wind pressure, or force Bernaulli principle, 

which states that "the greater the smaller the velocity of fluid pressure, and vice 

versa, the smaller the fluid velocity, the greater the pressure". 

e. The collision happened between the rod and the hammer is stale elastic collision 

resilient, because in this collision apply the law of conservation of momentum but 

did not apply the law of conservation of mechanical energy after the collision caused 

the changes in the form of iron rods and hammers. 

Elastic collision equation in part: 

m1v1+ m2v2 = m1v1
’+ m2v2

’     (4) 
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f. When machetes digurindah then occurs friction between the surface of the machete 

and gurindah. Gurindah rough surface causes more amount of friction that arises. 

The processes in the manufacture of a machete is the application of the concept of 

the law of conservation of energy, "Energy can not be created and can not be 

destroyed. Energy can only be converted into other forms of energy ". 

Table 3. Table identification and analysis of the scientific concept of making a machete 

Components 

theme / sub-

theme 

Fact / 

phenomenon 

Variables Variables spatial 

variation, temporal 

factors influenced and form 

relationships 

(1)  (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Heat can change 

the temperature 
and shape of 

objects. 

Iron 

experiencing 
the length 

Temperature (T) 

 

High temperatures 

accelerate the 
expansion 

The temperature (T) is increasing, and the 

faster the expansion length (ΔL). 
 

  Heat capacity (C)  The heat capacity of iron depend on the 
specific heat (c) and iron mass (m). The 

greater the heat capacity objects, when 
given heat a small temperature rise 

Relationship 

pressure and 
kinetic energy 

Wind blown 

on the embers 

kinetic energy (Ek) Temporal varies 

dependent on the 
energy delivered to the 

pumping muscle. 

The greater the pressure (P) the faster the 

volume (V) of wind that move, so that the 
waterwheel wind (Ek) move faster. 

Collision resilient 
portion 

forged iron deformation (∆𝐴) Depending on the 
weight of the hammer 

mass and velocity 

depend on muscle 
energy is given in the 

hammer. 

The greater the mass (m) and speed (v) of 
the hammer, the faster the change form 

(ΔA) on the hammer and the iron rod. 

Friction force  coefficient of friction 
(µ) 

 The more rugged the greater surface 
friction arising 

3.1.2.2. Concept Mapping 
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Table 4. Analysis of the position of the concept of science - mathematics of making a machete in the 

structure of the curriculum in 2013 

Fact / phenomenon concept Subject accordance with Curriculum 2013 

SMP SMA 

VII VIII IX X XI XII 

IPA IPA IPA F  F F   

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

Human pressure into 

ontampeng, wind pressure 

flow on the coals 

energy conversion             

 Energy in the Life Systems             

Iron placed on the coals 

undergo changes in 

temperature and shape 

Temperature and heat             

 Temperature, Expansion 

and heat 

            

The lower part of the small 

pipe installed ontampeng 

to enlarge the wind 

pressure 

Application of the principle 

Bernaulli in everyday life 

            

iron pounded 

 

Collision resilient portion 

 

            

iron grinded Friction              

Description: 

Blue: Physics Yellow: chemistry   Red: math  Green: Biology  

3.2. Discussion 

Natural resource management is a human effort in changing the ecosystem of natural 

resources in order to obtain the maximum benefit by ensuring the continuity of production in 

order to be sustainable. Natural resource management is an activity which include aspects of 

utilization, setting, maintenance, recovery, control, supervision and natural resource 

conservation efforts implemented in an integrative way. Natural resources are the object for 

the fulfillment of human life. In line with these conditions, in doing research in the district 

Manganitu to menganasis science concepts of the existing natural resource management. 

Based on the results of natural resource management in the district Manganitu generally still 

traditional besifat so that the impact on environmental damage was not so great. Public 

awareness of environmental sustainability is good enough there is only a small part of society 

that has not realized the importance of maintaining the environment kelstarian so that they 

engage in activities that could damage the environment (Marasi A., 2014). 

The results showed the design of learning activities that involve the role of the parent is able 

to sync with the formal learning activities in the habit of daily life, it is interesting and fun 

student. The design and implementation of learning activities combined with community 

activities provide flexibility and democratization of learning activities that theoretically 

become more productive. Characteristics of thematic task-based learning has the potential to 

improve student learning initiative, increasing the support and participation of parents, 

improving the understanding as a whole (across subjects) improve the skills, attitudes and 

behavior towards the problem around. The results of research done in the district Manganitu 

on natural resources management there are many middle and high school physics concepts 

that can be analyzed for thematic design of learning materials in 2013. The concept of physics 

curriculum are interrelated with other science subjects such as biology, chemistry and 

mathematics. 
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The districts Manganitu have many variations of natural resource management activities, 

among them: 

1. Traditional musical instruments Tagonggong. Tagonggong is a traditional music 

instrument typical of the islands Sagihe. This instrument existed before the Sangihe 

Islands touched by religious teachings. At this day and age tagonggong used in 

ceremonial worship to the Creator who called the current Langi.Sampai Genggona 

whenever there are ceremonies like music Tulude tagonggong always displayed side 

by side with sasambo to accompany dances. (Damaris A.T, 2014) 

2. The use of iron for the manufacture of a machete by the public. Parang-making 

activity is one of the livelihood of the people in the  districts Manganitu. Make a 

machete is one of the community activities in sub Manganitu, in addition to at own 

use they make pa-rang and knives for sale in order to supplement the family income, 

but there are also people who make the manufacture of these machetes as their 

principal livelihood. 

In the management activities explaining the general description of the activities of natural 

resource management, physics concepts related to the management of natural resource-based 

community activities described there in regarding the facts, the phenomenon of concepts 

associated with the management, spatial factors, temporal from existing concepts, as well as 

the factors influencing these concepts, and explains the relationship between concepts in 

science subjects (Physics, Biology, and Chemistry) and mathematics. These concepts can be 

taught in science subjects junior high and high school. 

The results showed that with the involvement of parents / community in designing and 

learning, the process of democratization of learning can be built because the students are 

given the freedom to interact in a group with the support of teachers, parents and the 

community. 

From these results, it can respond to the challenges and obstacles in the development of 

thematic learning and contributing in thematic learning materials so that further facilitate 

teachers to implement the curriculum thematic learning in 2013 that are relevant to the lives 

of learners .In addition it also provides a positive perspective which can establish a good 

relationship with society as well as involving the community in learning, so that people feel 

partially responsible for education. 

5. Conclusion 

Based on the results of research done in the district Manganitu based natural resource 

management activities identified community there are many middle and high school physics 

concepts that can be analyzed for thematic design of learning materials in 2013. The concept 

of physics curriculum are interrelated with other science subjects such as biology , chemistry 

and mathematics. Of the two examples of the results of exploration and analysis, namely: (1) 

Musical Instrument tagonggong (2) Production of a machete can be identified theme of 

learning and enrichment of elements of mathematical science and mapping. Network science 

concepts can be formulated, also the position of the thematic material in the curriculum task 

in 2013 can be identified. 

This study also demonstrates the potential and willingness of the community to participate in 

the learning process of thematic tasks associated with the environment because parents and 

the community play a role as a learning partner, motivator and facilitator. 
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The design and implementation of learning activities combined with community activities 

provide flexibility and democratization of learning activities that theoretically become more 

productive. 
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Abstract 

The Practicum is one of important academic activities in learning Physics. Field practicum can be an 

alternative.  It is very important to design an arena to perform the activity.  Characteristic of the arena 

is ergonomic, that is the place in which students performing an activity do not experience risks like 

musculoskeletal complaints. In this arena all the related activities are performed. The objectives of the 

research are: (1) To result in an ergonomics field practicum arena; (2) To test the reliability and the 

validity of the instruments used in the research; and (3) To test the ability of the product to increase 

the performances of the students in performing the practicum. To result in the arena, it has used R & D 

methodology that was modified.  The steps of the methodology consist of: (1) defining; (2) designing; 

(3) making the prototype; (4) validating the design and prototype; (5) repairing the design and the 

prototype (revision I); (6) initial testing; (7) revising the design and the prototype (revision II); (8) 

field testing; (9) final revision the design and the prototype; and (9) disseminating the product. With 

the above steps, as the results were: The resulted product met the requirements of ergonomics and 

therefore it was valid to be used in performing the field practicum; three questionnaires used in the 

research were valid (every item r>0,45) and reliable (Cronbach's alpha coefficient > 0,5); the use of 

the product in the activity of filed practicum could increase the performances significantly (p<0,05). 

The conclusions of the research are: the product is valid; all instruments are valid and reliable; the use 

of the product in performing the practicum increases the student’s performances.     

       

Keywords: Design, Arena, Valid Product, and Performance. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Practicum activities conducted in open nature are certainly very different from the activities 

carried out in the laboratory. In the outdoors, students do activities exposed on risks that are 

less profitable for them. Really need to put the place where the activities of field practicum 

are done. The place along with the completeness of the tools and materials needed in it is an 

arena for practicum work.  

It has been investigated (Palilingan, 2007; Palilingan & Pungus, 2007) that the 

implementation of the conventional field practicum activity turned out to contain the harmful 

risks for students. Observational study of the field work activity of the student of FMIPA 

UNIMA revealed a number of problems, which could be described as follows, by comparing 

the conditions before descending into the arena of practicum and while in the arena: Oral 

temperature changed from 36,870,20 0C  before descending into the arena became 

38,241,05 0C after the completion of the activity. Initial oral temperature differed 

significantly from the final oral temperature (p <0.05 is p = 0.010). These results indicated 

that there were problems associated with the thermal conditions in the student bodies in the 

activity of field practicum, where students have the condition of hyperthermia, which could 

result in less good for physical and mental abilities of students. Should be assumed that 

this was less good condition due to the practicum arena that did not meet the requirements of 

ergonomics. 

mailto:*rpalilingan@gmail.com
mailto:rollespalilingan@yahoo.com
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It can be said that the arena of field practicum should be developed by creating a design that 

truly ergonomic. The ergonomic design is characterized by: anthropometric dimensions 

according to the standard, and the smallest risks in performing activities in the arena. In 

addition the arena can not be patented, such as garden tools in the climatology stations 

(BMKG). Arena which is patent in addition to drab also can not be moved to specific 

locations of interest to study physical phenomena in it, such as at the beach or in the 

mountains. Therefore it is very necessary to develop a field practicum arena that can be 

moved easily. 

The researh was fermormed with the objectives: (1) To result in an ergonomics field 

practicum arena; (2) To test the reliability and the validity of the instruments used in the 

research; and (3) To test the ability of the product to increase the performances of the students 

in performing the practicum.  

2. Materials and Methods 

This study utilized the method of "Research and Development" (R & D) following the stages 

of R&D according to the 4D model by Thiagarajan, Semmel and Semmel (Sutopo, 2009; 

Puslitjaknov, 2008; Trianto, 2008; Prasetyo, 2012) with steps as illustrated in Figure 1. 

In this paper, the description is more emphasis on stage DEVELOP. In the test phase, it is 

used the experimental research methodology. This stage is an empirical test that is conducted 

to test the validity of a hypothetical product. Empirical test was conducted using the method 

of quasi-experimental (by subject design) subjek (Colton, 1985; Dimitrov & Rumrill; Hudock, 

2005). 

3. Result and Discussion 

3.1. Phase DEFINE up to Improvements to The Prototype Products (Revision 2) 

Initial test using a prototype of the product was limited to a group of students as many as 5 

people. At this stage the data was collected through measurement and questionnaires. 

Furthermore, the data was analyzed to find any deficiencies or weaknesses. In this phase, the 

evaluations of experts, related with ergonomics of work physiology and physics practicum, 

were done. Observations using instruments of product user response were given briefly in 

Figure 2. 

Based on the results in Figure 2, the reviewer found the items that the score (in %) is still less 

than 80% should be considered to be revised. Although basically all the items that score is 

less than 100% should receive attention. 

The results of initial test were the information required for the repair or revision of the second 

stage. Improvements at this stage were based on data Reviewers and students at the beginning 

of the initial stage. 
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Making Design

Validation of the Design 

by the Reviewer/Expert

The preparation of the 

instruments and Criteria

Phase DESIGN

Challenges (Potential 

and Problems)

Formulation of Research 

Framework

Study of literature and  

Search of the relevant 

Sources

Phase DEFINE

Improvements To The 

Prototype Products

(Revision 2)

Initial Trials

The Improvement Design

(Revision 1)

&

Prototyping Products

Phase DEVELOP

Field Test
Improvements To The 

Prototype Products

(Revision 3)

THE END PRODUCT

Phase DISSEMINATE

PUBLICATION OF 

RESEARCH RESULTS

The Creation Of 

Practicum Units Guide

Consideration Of 

Aspects Of Ergonomics

 

Figure 1. Stages of  R & D Method 

Ergonomics reviewers give scores based on responses Instrument R.Erg-1 by 30%, while 

rewiewer practicum-based on the instruments R.Prk 1 gave a score of 35%. This means that 

according to the reviewers design and prototype of practicum arena, the arena was still needs 

to be improved. Suggestions for improvement of the Reviewers are: 

1) Materials and simple equipment used in the design field practicum arena still needs 

to be equipped with better tools. 

2) Subjects (the concept of physis) are studied in the the design field practicum arena 

still needs to be adjusted again. 

3) Important points (as in the practical guide) in lectures of field practikum done in the 

arena still needs to be improved, especially Figure, Table and clarity of sentences. 
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4) The Packaging of the design of arena already includes the important points that need 

to observation of physical variables that were carried out in accordance with the 

practicum guidelines still need to be adjusted again.  

5) The design of practicum arena that already includes packaging materials/tools 

necessary for field practicum (unit of properties of soil temperature and heat transfer 

in a soil medium, unit of properties of air temperature and heat transfer in the 

medium of air, unit of air humidity), needs to be completed in accordance with the 

ergonomic principles. 

6) Instructions about the things, that need to be prepared at an early stage before the 

field practicum activities performed, has outlined quite clearly. 

7) Instructions for the use arena need to be completed and clarified again. 

8) The practicum guidance of units: properties of soil temperature and heat transfer in a 

soil medium, properties of air temperature and heat transfer in the medium of air, 

and air humidity still need to be clarified the sections in the guide, especially the 

description, Figures and Tables. 

9) The position of the measuring points on the units: properties of soil temperature and 

heat transfer in a soil medium, properties of air temperature and heat transfer in the 

medium of air, and air humidity still needs to adjust to the student body 

anthropometric so at the time when measurements done did not result in physical 

complaints. 

10) Protective equipment as an integral part of the activities in the arena of field 

practicum (hats, simple clothing accessories, clothing materials) still need to be 

reminded again to students to be used in the field practicum activities. 

11) Additional suggestions such as wearing sandals, umbrellas and others are deemed 

indispensable, still necessary to be reminded to the student 

 

 

Figure 2. The observation results of the product user responses on initial testing phase 

3.2. Phase Field Trials up to Publication of Research Results 

The prototype of the product that have been revised in the revision phase II tested in real 

situations of field practicum. At this stage when the results obtained was deemed not meet 
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expected goals then field trials can be carried back. The trial was conducted on the subject of 

as many as 19 people. 

Results in Figure 3 showed that in the period before the intervention most items questionnaire 

showed a score of less than 80%, with an average of 74%. This clearly showed that in the 

absence of intervention which students carry out activities before using the arena, conditions 

expected in the activities of field practicum has not been achieved or were still far from the 

expected. So viewed from the perspective of practicum and ergonomic, activities of field 

work in conditions without intervention there were many aspects that need to be corrected and 

adjusted. Therefore, with this kind of condition that has not qualified according the 

perspective of practicum and ergonomics, students were only able to obtain the performance 

gains of 44.89%. 

 

Figure 3. The observation results of the product user responses on the field testing phase after the 

intervention, as well as a comparison with the responses before the intervention. 

Results in Figure 3 by comparing with the condition without intervention, clearly demonstrate 

a very significant change in which all item questionnaire scored above 80%, with an average 

score of 97%. This means that using the ergonomic arena, the purpose of field practicum 

arena manufacturing has been reached. 

After conducting the field practicum in the ergonomic arena turned out students capable of 

achieving the average target performance of 66.74%, an increase of 48.65% compared to the 

condition without intervention. 

Paired t-test results as Table 1, showed that there was a very significant difference between 

the average achievement of performance targets before and after using the ergonomic arena 

with a value of p <0.05 that was p = 0.000006, which changed from an average a score of 

44.89 into 66.74. 

In the intervening period where students did activities in the ergonomic arena the reviewer of 

practicum gave the score of 89%, while the ergonomics reviewer gave a score of 82%. This 
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means that there were significant differences in the conditions before and after ferforming the 

activities in the ergonomic arena. 

Table 1. Results of paired t-test of the average of student performance target achievement before and 

after using the ergonomic practicum arena. 

  Variable 1(before intervention) Variable 2(after intervention) 

Mean 44,89 66,74 

Variance 270,65 155,54 

Observations 19 19 

Pearson Correlation 0,42   

Hypothesized Mean 

Difference 0   

df 18   

t Stat -5,99   

P(T<=t) one-tail 0,000006    

t Critical one-tail 1,73   

P(T<=t) two-tail 0,000011    

t Critical two-tail 2,10   

Results of field trials is the information required for the repair or revision of the third stage. 

Improvements at this stage is based on data reviewers and students at the stage of field trials. 

The results obtained in field trials showed that the products produced in this research in the 

form of the ergonomic field practicum could be declared as valid for using in learning physics 

at the Department of Physics of FMIPA Unima as an alternative practicum. 

Nevertheless, improvements remain to be implemented by focusing on the factors that 

become the spotlight of users (students) and rewiewers. For the achievement of performance 

targets, although there has been a very significant increase, but the achievement of 66.74% 

compared with 44.89% in the period without using the ergonomic arena showed that still need 

to be improved, including performance assessment instruments. Improvement was mainly 

done on the ergonomic aspects of the product. In addition, the instrument of performance 

needs to be adjusted the levels of difficulty. 

4. Conclusion 

Several conclusions can be proposed based on the results obtained in this study are as follows: 

1. The Arena of ergonomic field practicum is a valid product used to carry out a field 

practicum in the open nature as an alternative to the physics practicum 

activities.This is supported by the fact that prior to using the arena ergonomic field 

practicum the student responses to the positive statements in the questionnaire, after 

conducting field work activities, only 74%. Meanwhile, after conducting using the 

arena, the student response become 97%. 

2. The performance of students in conducting the field practicum using the ergonomic 

arena increased significantly (p <0.05) than before using the arena. Before using the 

arena, the achievement of the student performance is only 44.89%, while after using 

the arena, the student performance achievements reached 66.74%, or an increase of 

21.85%. 

3. Products in the form of ergonomic field practicum arena is declared as valid for 

using in a practicum as an alternative. 
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Abstract 
Generally, this research aims to develop teaching  aids of physics instruction that consists of syllabi, 

lesson plans, and students’ worksheet which are oriented on scientific approach. Especially, this 

research aims to  (1) determine the worthiness of teaching aids in physics instruction that is created by 

physics teacher candidate in Teaching Experience  Program (called PPL); (2) determine the scientific 

ability of senior high school student while teaching aids were implemented in the classroom. Four-D’s 

Model of instructional design  is adopted as a research design that is developed by Thiagarajan (1974). 

This design consists of four steps such as define, design, develop and disseminate. Then, this research 

was conducted till develop steps. Subject matter experts were involved as validators. Hence, these 

teaching aids were implemented in physics instruction that involved of senior high school of SMAN 2 

Yogyakarta and SMAN 1 Prambanan.  Data were gathered through observation, interview and test. All 

data were analyzed by qualitative descriptive analyzes. Results show that (1) physics teaching aids 

which are developed by physics teacher candidate were appropriate and worthy to improve scientific 

abilities of the student through physics instruction in Teaching Experience Program; 2) Questioning 

and observing are scientific abilities of senior high school students that are in low category. The 

percentage of these achievements are about 50 - 60%.  

 

Keywords: physics teaching aids, scientific approach, Curriculum of 2013 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The curriculum is one of the supporting elements in the implementation of the educational 

system. The components of curriculum addressed to give guidance for educational 

practitioners (teachers) at each level. Teachers should conduct a series of teaching phases 

such as planning, implementing, assess of learning process, to follow up the results of the 

assessment, coaching and training of learners, as well as conduct research, and develop a 

sustainable professionalism. All these competences will improve of their professionalism. 

In order to address the needs of the development of science and technology, aspect of the 

curriculum has always experienced some improvement each period. These aspects have 

suffered modifications and adjustments based on the needs of the development of science and 

technology. However, improvements and modifications to these aspects that will be achieved 

(competencies) in every level of education in practice have not been matched by the readiness 

of the competence of the teacher who is reaching the achievement of improvement aspects of 

the curriculum. 

The results achieved by Indonesian students of elementary, junior and senior high school in 

PIRLS and PISA tests are always setbacks and always indicate the tendency to place the 

learners in the lower ranks than other countries in the Asian region. This condition is one of 
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reasons to develop of The School-Based Curriculum (KTSP) into Curriculum of 2013. This 

curriculum is implemented in the beginning of academic year of 2013/2014 for targeted 

elementary, junior and senior high school in Indonesia.  

Its implementation begins with the socialization process and public test that involves all 

aspects of education providers. The implementation of the curriculum begins in grade 1 and 4 

for the SD/MI and grade 1 for students of SMP/SMA/MA/SMK. However, in the reality, they 

often found pros and cons to the improvement of the curriculum. It also occurs in the 

implementation of the curriculum in 2013 on physics instruction in senior high school. 

Physics is a part of natural science that supports the development of advanced technology and 

the concept of living in harmony with nature. As the study of natural phenomena, physics also 

give a good lesson for humans to live in harmony based on natural law. At the senior high 

school/MA, physics deemed important to be taught as a separate subject with some 

consideration. First, in addition to providing supplies knowledge to students, the subjects of 

physics is intended as a vehicle to foster thinking skills that are useful for solving a problem 

in daily life. Second, the subjects should be taught in physics for a more specific purpose, 

namely to equip students the knowledge, understanding and a number of capabilities required 

to enter higher education and develop science and technology. To that end, students need to 

be equipped with sufficient competence, especially in activities of learning process. However, 

the ability to think, work, communicate, and students' scientific attitude are not optimal. It can 

be indicated by the ability of science process skills.  

There are a lot of research that studied about science process skills. Findings showed that 

science process skills of elementary school students of Sekaran Gunungpati Semarang in 

classifying, observing, minimizing of errors, and concluding is in low category, amounting to 

65.90% (Sochibin A, Dwijananti P, Marwoto P, 2009). Then, Widayanto found that the 

average value of the percentage of science process skills of students of SMAN 3 Sragen, i.e. 

observing, classifying, predicting, inferring, identifying variables, creating a table of data, 

creating graphs to analyze variables, constructing hypotheses, measuring, and designing 

research at 48.66 % (Widayanto, 2009). Moreover, Triwiyono in Jayapura junior high school 

research found that the average percentage of students' ability to communicate and make 

inferences is 52% (Triwiyono, 2011). This condition is not only happened in Indonesia but 

also in other country. The West African Senior Secondary School Certificate in Nigeria has 

studied about students’ ability in science process skills for 10 years. Results show that the 

percentage of  their science process skill abilities are 17,20%  in manipulating of variables, 

14,20% in measuring, 13,60% in collecting of data, 12% in observing, and 11,40% in 

communicating (Akinyemi Olufunminiyi Akinbobola & Folashade Afolab, 2010). 

The lack of chances to develop science process skills in teaching-learning process makes 

students’ ability in science process skill difficult to improve. In order to solve this problem, 

the government tries to develop the curriculum into Curriculum of 2013. But, there are a lot of 

obstacles while this curriculum is implemented in some targeted schools. Most of the 

obstacles is caused by the condition of the teacher that is inability to achieve the indicator of 

the curriculum. Department of Physics Education Yogyakarta State University, YSU, tries 

hard to solve this condition through teaching experience program, namely PPL. Students are 

trained to do some teacher activities in this program. They learn more about teaching 

approach, teaching materials, teaching aids and some skills that support them to be a 

professional teacher. They have to be aware with the educational system included the 

curriculum development. So, they learn about how to implement scientific approach in the 

classroom through PPL program.  
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2. Methods 

2.1. Research Purposes 

This research was guided by the following research purposes: 

• Developing teaching aids of physics oriented on scientific approach that capable of 

preparing prospective teachers of physics that have professional competences in 

accordance scientifically-based learning physics of curriculum of 2013. 

• Determine the feasibility of teaching aids of physics that resulting by student of 

teacher candidate of physics in PPL activities as product development results. 

• Knowing the scientific abilities of senior high school students after the 

implementation of the teaching aids of physics oriented on scientific approach as a 

product of development 

2.2. Participants 

Three students of Physics Education Department Yogyakarta State University and 90 students 

of targeted school participated in this research. Participants enrolled in Micro Teaching 

participated as a teacher candidate. Students of senior high school in grade X are involved as 

the subject while the teacher candidates conduct teaching-learning process. 

2.3. Procedure 

Participants (students as teacher candidates) completed courses of micro teaching and 

teaching experience program. They were guided by the lecturer to develop teaching aids 

based on Curriculum of 2013 for senior high school in the subject of Physics. Teaching aids 

were developed through Four D’s model adopted from Thiagarajan, Semmel, and Semmel 

(1974:5) that consists of define, design, develop and disseminate phases. All products were 

validated by experts and implemented in the classroom. Experts were requested to respond 

and evaluate the teaching aids. Then, students’ achievements in physics which are taught by 

the teacher candidate measured, especially for scientific abilities based on scientific approach 

in the Curriculum of 2013. Data were gathered through interview, observation, questioner,  

and test (performance assessment, paper and pencil test). 

3. Results and Discussion 

In the define phase, this phase is done by the student (teacher candidate) through observation 

of pre-teaching experience program (PPL) in senior high school of YSU partners. At this 

defining stage, the teacher candidate has studied of physics classroom characteristics, 

characteristics of scientific approach in the curriculum in 2013, Students’ Worksheet and the 

accuracy of the media to be used as well as the appropriate type of evaluation. Through this 

stage the problems that arise in trying to develop learning tools and teaching aids with the 

scientific approach including evaluation instruments capable of measuring the ability of the 

scientific and students' understanding of a concept of physics. Analysis of the physics syllabus 

for senior high school, mapping of competences in order to obtain indicators of learning as 

outlined in the Lesson Plan (RPP) is part of defining the initial stages. Based on the 

identification during the implementation of the observations set of learning materials studied 

physics, namely: Measurement.  

In design phase, this phase tried to make planning, including designing the kinds of skills, set 

goals, determine the contents of teaching material, and small scale evaluation that can be 

applied in physics instruction, especially in the materials of Measurement. Format of teaching 
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aids refers to and adopts the learning activity in Teacher’s Book and Student’s Book by 

Curriculum of 2013.  

Researchers involve physics teachers and experts as validators to develop the necessary 

teaching aids in the teaching materials of measurement. Subjects tested to the initial draft that 

includes the class X at SMAN 1 Prambanan and SMAN 2 Yogyakarta as PPL schools partner.  

Implementation of the initial draft of students’ psychomotor assessment that oriented on 

scientific approach carried out at SMAN 2 Yogyakarta in Class X PMIIA1 and class X 

PMIIA2. Teachers conduct learning activities in accordance with the learning scenarios that 

have been developed researcher. The next step, the teacher divides the students into 8 groups 

and each group consisted of four or five students. Students are given the opportunity to carry 

out practical activities which has been prepared in Student Worksheet under the direction of 

teachers. After completion of the laboratory activities, the teacher with the class discussion of 

the results and their analysis has been done. The following observations on the Practicum 1 

and 2 for class X PMIIA 1: 

Table 1. Observation Results in Practicum I  

Aspects Percentage of success  

The accuracy of selection tools  75% 

Procedure of assembling the tool 50% 

The accuracy of series of the tool 50% 

Procedure of Measurement 

Data analysis and Table 

The accuracy of the conclusion   

62,5% 

50% 

75% 

 

Table 2. Observation Results in Practicum I I 

Aspects Percentage of success  

The accuracy of selection tools  82,5% 

Procedure of assembling the tool 75% 

The accuracy of series of the tool 75% 

Procedure of Measurement 

Data analysis and Table 

The accuracy of the conclusion  

75% 

50% 

62,5% 

Based on observations of student activities in class X PMIIA 1 during practicum 1 and 2 can 

be observed that the aspects of the procedure of assembling the tool, the accuracy of a series 

of tools, measurement procedures and data analysis has yet to show the maximum results. 

This has an impact on the ability of putting together a practical conclusion which is not well 

developed. Observations process is also carried out on the implementation of the learning 

process, the results are as shown in the following table: 

Table 3. Observation Results in Learning Process 

Aspects Percentage of success  

Questioning activities  18,2% 

Focus on the explanation of the materials 90,9% 

Enthusiasm 100% 

Team work 100% 

Observations on the implementation of learning in class X PMIIA 2 can be seen in the 

following table: 
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Table 4. Observation Results in Practicum I  

Aspects Percentage of success  

The accuracy of selection tools  62,5% 

Procedure of assembling the tool 50% 

The accuracy of series of the tool 50% 

Procedure of Measurement 

Data analysis and Table 

The accuracy of the conclusion   

50% 

50% 

62,5% 

Table 5. Observation Results in Practicum I I 

Aspects Percentage of 

success  

The accuracy of selection tools  75% 

Procedure of assembling the tool 75% 

The accuracy of series of the tool 50% 

Procedure of Measurement 

Data analysis and Table 

The accuracy of the conclusion  

50% 

50% 

62,5% 

Tables 4 and 5 show that the results achieved by students in class X PMIIA 2 is also not 

different with the results of class X PMIIA 1. Observation of student activity during the 

execution of the learning process in class X PMIIA 2 as shown in the following table: 

Table 6. Observation Results in Learning Process 

Aspects Percentage of success  

Questioning activities  15,63% 

Focus on the explanation of the materials 78,13% 

Enthusiasm 100% 

Team work 100% 

Questioning activities are still low for both classes. Students observe and not take advantage 

of the activities that have been designed to ask the teacher. The next teaching aids tested to 

class X in SMAN 1 Prambanan involving two classes. The observation of the learning process 

and the achievement of results during the laboratory activities did not show a difference 

results with the results of the achievement at SMAN 2 Yogyakarta. Here is presented the 

acquisition of the cognitive learning in both schools: 

Table 7. Students’ Achievement in Cognitive Aspect 

No. Aspects of achievement 
Partner School 1 Partner School 2 

X_1 X_2 X_A X_B 

1. Highest Score 90 100 100 85 

2. Lowest Score 50 50 75 52 

 Average 79,4 80,61 90,27 74,78 

Cognitive achievement of learning outcomes in both partner schools PPL showed good 

results. As for the percentage of the acquisition of five learning experiences during the 

implementation of learning can be seen in Table 8. The data in Table 8 was obtained by 

recording the facts processes and products generated during the implementation of learning 

students. A learning experience that is still not well developed are observing and questioning. 

Observations during learning activities also showed that both the activity has not appeared 

well. 
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Table 8. Percentage Achievement of Learning Outcomes  

No. Learning Outcomes 

%  

Partner School 1 Partner School 2 

X_1 X_2 X_A X_B 

1. Oberving 51 60 55 52 

2. Questioning 55 50 50 55 

3. Collecting of information 82 75 75 65 

4. Associating  75 65 75 70 

5. Communicating 90 75 80 75 

4. Conclusion 

Research carried out has successfully developed a physics teaching aids oriented on scientific 

approach that capable of preparing prospective teachers of physics that have professional 

competences in accordance scientifically-based learning physics curriculum of 2013. Based 

on the analysis of research findings, it can be summarized as follows: 

1. Teaching aids oriented on scientific approach resulting in a physics student teachers 

through PPL activities have met the eligibility criteria based on the expert judgment 

validators and empirical testing in schools as persons try PPL partner. 

2. Scientific abilities of senior high school students showed that aspect in order to 

observe and ask the data acquisition is in low category as indicated by the 

percentage of success in the range of 50-60%. 
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Abstract  
This article describe about the students activities for experimental design skills improvement in Earth 

and Space Sciences (ESS) Learning. Students that are physics teachers candidate improved their 

scientific abilities by activity in laboratory. In these laboratories, students design their own 

experiment. This study, we started to study whether the ESS laboratory can support students not only 

write as scientists but also involve in do like scientists while doing the laboratory. For example, to 

represent physical processes in multiple ways; to modify a qualitative explanation; to design an 

experimental investigation; and to communicate experimental design result of some ESS topics. The 

students were taught the universal gravitation of Kepler law and Newton law. The students improved 

their experimental design skills by using Four Question Strategy (FQS). In this class, students design 

experiments for some ESS topics. The researchers trained the other lecturer in the FQS before the 

treatment. Pre-test was administered before the treatment and a post-test after treatment. The 

instrument that was used in the study was Abilities Performance Evaluation (SAPE) to measure 

student‟s experimental design skills. The instrument was pilot tested to assess the reliability. The 

reliability coefficient was 0.76. Experts assessed their validity before being used for data collection. 

Data was analyzed using gain score and using Wilcoxon test. The result of this study show that FQS 

can improve experiment design skills of students with positive average gain of 0.44 for all components 

of SAPE in ESS learning. The improvement of experiment design skills by using FQS effective if 

there were significant score between pretest and posttest score. Hypotheses of pairing test were 

accepted or rejected at significant level of 0.05. The result of this research show that the significant 

level were 0.00, that is the difference score between pretest and posttest were very significant. The 

researchers conclude that FQS is an effective strategy, which physics lecturers should be encouraged 

to implement in physics education programs.  

 

Key words: Experiment Design Skill; Four Questions Skill (FQS); Earth and Space Sciences. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Scientific inquiry is fundamental in conducting experimental science. Exposing undergraduate 

students to this process of inquiry can be challenging, especially when teaching courses that 

do not have an associated laboratory section.  

Many students are not familiar with how to develop a testable hypothesis or they may believe 

that they do not know enough about scientific methods to design an experiment. Indeed, 

student misconceptions and inaccuracies regarding randomization, sample size, and proper 

controls have been described at the college-level (Anderson-Cook and Dorai-Raj, 2001; 

Hiebert, 2007), at the graduate-level (Zolman, 1999), as well as in professional publishing in 

life sciences (Festing, 2003). However, by using a simple experimental measure, students can 

become engaged in the process of scientific inquiry and, in turn begin to think deeply about 

experimental design. As an example of the power of this approach, this paper describes how 

we have used the Four Questions Startegy for physics teacher candidates as a means to have 

them improve issues related toexperimental design.  
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For pedagogical purposes, Etkina et al (2006)have classified experimental investigations that 

students perform in introductory courses into three broad categories: observational 

experiments, testing experiments and application experiments. When conducting an 

observational experiment, a student focuses on investigating a physical phenomenon without 

having expectations of its outcomes. When conducting a testing experiment, a student has an 

expectation of its outcome based on concepts constructed from prior experiences. In an 

application experiment, a student uses established concepts or relationships to address 

practical problems. In the process of scientific research the same experiment can fall into 

more than one of these categories. Etkina et al (2006) have identified the following steps that 

students need to take to design, execute and make sense out of a particular experimental 

investigation.  

In this study, we present improved experimental design skills by using the Four Questions 

Strategy as learning Earth Space Sciences especially the General Gravitional (Newton 

Gravitional Law and Kepler Law)  

2. Materials and Methods  

2.1. The Four Questions Strategy as a Learning Tool in Improving Experimental Design 

Skill  

We used the above-described Four Qestions Strategy as a Learning Tool for improving 

students‟ experimental design skills by enabling them to determine and in developing a 

strategy to incorporate the findings into an experimental design. To accomplish this goal we 

implemented the Four Question Strategy (FQS),as described in the literature (Cothron et al, 

1989; Science Pioneer), by applying it to the General Gravitional problem. With this method, 

we can have the students explore the possible variations of a research topic before attempting 

to state a problem, write a hypothesis, and identify variable, constants and in setting control 

parameters. Students need a method that is tried and proven and then practiceit to determine 

some planet parameters before designing an original experiment of their own. The FQS is a 

skill that is guaranteed to strengthen with practice but is not likely to be mastered in any one 

session. Students can even apply the approach, but must be given simple materials with few 

variations  

The use and implementation of the FQS learning process requires four steps (Cothron et al, 

1989):  

 Step one - the relevant question is: What materials are readily available for 

conducting experiments on the General Gravitional topic (e.g. Newton Gravitional’s 

Law and Kepler’s Law) and then listing them in writing.  

 Step two - requires asking the question: How does Planets are cycling sun in the 

solar system relate to Kepler‟s Law ? One response is: an planet are cycling sun can 

generate Kepler‟s Law. This step is the most difficult because children typically 

think actions are behaviors and in a sense, here we can say, “How does a planet 

behave?” However, with other physical or earth science topics, it may be more 

difficult to identify how relevant is a planets speed. For example, “How does a 

planet‟s orbit impact a planet‟s speed?” The point of this question is to focus on 

what planets actions/effects can be determined.  

 Step Three - In Step Three the question to be answered is: How can determine, 

describe or evaluate the behave of these planet in solar system or of the needed 

response? Some responses may include: Determine kind of planet‟s orbit. If students 

had difficulty with Step Two, going onto Step Three may make Step Two easier to 
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understand. This is the data collection phase of experimental design. An important 

part of the question is: What can you determine? Planet‟s orbit comes quickly to 

students. However, determining planet‟s speed, the relationship between position 

and speed of planets are other determine options that might be more difficulty than 

determine shape of planet‟s orbit in an experiment. Another important point is that 

an experiment is not always contingent on actual measurements. Written 

descriptions are very acceptable. If a written description is the method of data 

collection, then time must be spent in teaching the students to be precise about the 

words they use.This part of the experiment is call the Dependent Variable, or how 

you can document change.  

 Step four - is the final step where brainstorming and creativity begin to evolve. It is 

here that students will identify the variables they will be testing in the experiment. 

Each tested variable becomes a different experiment. Step Four may be introduced 

by going back to Step One, which was to identify the materials needed to experiment 

with the topic. The question that needs to be answered is: How can you change the 

set of general gravitional topic materials to affect the action or the impact behavior? 

It must be remembered that it is the action or the impact/behavior, which needs to be 

measured. At this point one must refer to the list of materials in Step One. If these 

are listed in a vertical column, they need to be placed as horizontal “column 

headlines”. Exploring one material item at a time (i.e.Kepler‟s Law) - rather than 

skipping around - is better because the students remain focused. After the students 

have exhausted the way they could vary this item, then they must move on to the 

next variable. The variable that will be deliberately changed or altered becomes the 

Independent Variable. All other listed variables (materials) must remain constant, 

because if more than one is altered; it will be too difficult to know which caused the 

change. As students increase their skills and sophistication, they can alter more than 

one variable or study different correlations. The control is the “set-up” that is not 

affected by the independent variable. It will not receive the same treatment. This set-

up is the one that the others will be compared to. Having completed these tasks, the 

students are now ready to write their experimental question, purpose and hypothesis. 

The question contains two items: material (variable in Step Four) and how the 

change will be measured (Step Three). For example, if the independent variable is 

eccentricity/kind of planet and the dependent variable is how the change in planet‟s 

orbit will be determined, the resulting question is: Does the eccentricity affect the 

planet‟s orbit? The hypothesis can simply answer the question: Indeed, the 

eccentricity affects planet‟s orbit. In the scientific method, the purpose is an 

expansion of the explanation (more explanation) of the hypothesis. What does one 

want to find out or what knowledge does one want to support? The procedure should 

be a sequence of steps the student will follow to find the answer to the question in 

order of fulfilling the purpose of his/her inquiry. Data collection strategies must be 

included in this part. Students must be discouraged from using transitional words for 

sequence. Having the students write the steps in sequence and by beginning each 

step with a verb will help them make the directions become more precise and clear. 

The material is a thorough list of items needed to complete the experiment. Thus, 

students must be encouraged to be very specific. The results must include data 

displays (i.e. charts, graphs, tables), and an explanation of what the data represents. 

It is also a good opportunity to have the students take notes that might explain along 

the way the effect of the outcomes. The final conclusion is an explanation of why the 

student researcher thinks he or she arrived at their results. This is the point when the 

researcher is better prepared to do further research on the question. In conclusion, 
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the student should reflect on why the data did or did not support the hypothesis. This 

is also a good place to suggest the next steps the researcher might take to further 

explore the topic. As stated earlier, further sessions in designing experiments are a 

skill that needs to be introduced in a simple manner and practiced frequently. The 

instructor may want to spend a session on one step at a time but if the students are 

familiar with the experimental design, one session of the four-step strategy may be 

enough to get them going. For a follow-up session, students as a group may be given 

a topic, which may be run through the described steps in order to reach a research 

question and a hypothesis.  

2.2. Method  

Students‟ performance was assessed by the administration of a diagnostic test for experiment 

design skills on the first and last day; only students who took both pre-test and post-tests are 

part of the sample. The diagnostic instrument was the experiment design skills. This is the13-

item Liker-scale related to experiment design ability evaluation. The experiment design skills 

evaluation is almost entirely on a qualitative scale. The evaluation was adapted from Karelina 

and Etkina (2007) and Science Pioneers 

(http://www.sciencepioneers.org/sites/default/files/documents/ExperimentalDesignvsScientifi

cMethod_0.pdf) and modified to measure the students‟ performance. The test contained 

thirteen indicators with a maximum score of 52. The instrument was given for validation to 

four experts in physics education. The reliability of test was ascertained by control-testing it 

using a class of physics education students at State University of Surabaya (Unesa), 

Indonesia, which was not been included in the study but had similar characteristics as the 

sample classes.The reliability coefficient was calculated using that described in Kolen etal. 

(1996). This method is suitable when a performance scale can be scored. The reliability 

coefficient of the performance assessments instrument was 0.84 which rounds of to α=0.76.  

According to Fraenkel and Wallen (2000), an alpha value of 0.7 and above is considered 

suitable to make group inferences that are accurate enough. On the pretest, students were 

given enough time to demonstrate their experiment design skills on a format that consisted of 

the 13 indicators. On the last day of class, the same evaluation was administered as a pos-test 

to assess experiment design skills after training by use of Four Questions Strategy, as a 

General Gravitional. The content used in class instruction was developed based on the revised 

2011/2012 physics syllabus of the Physics Department, Mathematics and Science Faculty, of 

UNESA. A guiding manual was compiled for the lecturers in administering learning using 

Four Questions Strategy as a General Gravitional Learning for the purpose of improving the 

student's experiment design.  

3. Result and Discussion  

From this research, we get the pretest and posttest data for design experimental skills of 

students. Pretest data got from the design experimental skills of students before gave Four 

Questions Strategy, and the posttest data got from the design experimental skills after FQS 

treatment. All of data analysed by using PASW 18 version and used the Kolmomgorov-

Smirnov statistics to get the normality of data. The pretest data have significance of 0.016, 

lower than 0.05, that is show that the distribution of pretest data was unnormal. The posttest 

data have significance of 0.200, greater than 0.05, that is show that the distribution of posttest 

data was normal. There are unnormalized data for part of these data, so we used non 

parametric statistics to know the significance of paired sample of pretest and posttest data for 

design experimental skills. The result of the comparable data for pretest and posttest by using 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test showed the significance difference of 0.000, lower than 0.05. 
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That means, there are significance difference between design experimental skills for pretest 

activity and posttest activity. It is thought provoking to see that the students' scientific abilities 

improve significantly.This data shows that the student‟s scientific abilities were found 

enhancement ability of experimental design. The posttest data interpret that: students can 

identify patterns of relationship/explanation to be tested properly, students can use the pattern 

of relationships/ explanations to make predictions (hypotheses) in the experimental design 

that is well made, students quite able to identify and understand the meaning of any additional 

assumptions made in making predictions (hypotheses) in the design of experiments are made, 

students can decide on what is observed and to identify independent variables and the 

dependent variable in the experimental design that is well made, students better understand 

the repetition of experiments to be performed in the experiments, students can design 

experiments to test the relationship patterns/explanations/predictions/hypotheses in 

experimental design that is well made, students are quite capable of using a strategy of four 

questions for generating experimental design, students can design experiments to test the 

relationship patterns/explanations/predictions/ hypotheses in experimental design that is well 

made, students are quite capable of writing correctly guide activities in the design lab 

experiments are made. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Conclusion  

There are significance difference between pretest and posttest of students scientific abilities. 

To know the improvement of experimental design skills, we used normalized gain analysis. 

The average gain value of students scientific abilities is 0.44, that means the students have 

medium improvement of experimental design skills. The high improvement of experimental 

design skills on first component, that is students can identify the patterns of 
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relationship/explanation to be tested. This finding shows that the application of Four Question 

Strategy is effective to improve the students experimental design skills. 
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Abstract 

Lately, Student Centered Learning (SCL) approach is being promoted and used intensively in 

university level with Active Learning (AL) as a learning main mode. Therefore, alternative assessment 

approach, in this case, self-assessment (SA) and peer-assessment (PA), become important to be used 

as an assessment technique in learning evaluation for sustaining the implementation of SCL and AL.  

This study is about implementation of  SA and PA in learning process, focus on students perceptions  

about SA and PA as an course evaluation technique and the correlation between SA, PA, students 

perceptions and students academic performance. This research involves 39 students (57,53%) of 

Electrical Measuring Instruments course in 2015. SA and PA instrument is rank order item (and 

scale) with 10 rank about soft skills, while instrument for students  perception  about SA and PA is 

questionnaire with five-point scale using Likert scale. SA and PA instrument were handed to the 

students after one semester of course or 16 times practicing in laboratory and field practice, while 

instrument for students perception was handed a week after that. The result shows that there are 

various perception (in a narrow range) from student about SA and/or PA, all in positive perception.  

Besides that, the study shows that correlation degree between SA,PA, student perception and student 

academic performance have a various correlation degree in range low and moderate. 

 

Keywords:  Self-assessment, peer-assessment, students  perception. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In the last decades, student-centered learning (SCL) has been actively promoted and used in 

universities with active learning (AL) as the main mode. These two approaches (SCL and AL) 

are based on the view that the student has their own autonomy in learning and that learning 

should promote their self-regulation skills. Therefore, the learning method should be 

concentrated on students’ responsibilities and optimum participations.  

In the common lectures, teaching is always centered on the teacher, thus the transmission, 

with few transaction, of the teaching material dominates the class. Along with that, 

traditionally, the assessment is seen as the authority of teachers, and students are placed in a 

passive position as a target of assessment. This clearly is outside the framework of the view 

which is used as the basis of SCL and AL, so that traditional assessment becomes insufficient 

when used in learning using SCL and AL approaches. In traditional assessment approaches, 

student participation is relatively inactive, except as a target of assessment. Meanwhile, in the 

perspective of SCL and AL, students should actively participate in the assessment as assessor. 

Thus, alternative assessment approaches, namely self-assessment (SA) and peer-assessment 

(PA), is being used as an important assessment technique of learning to support the 

implementation of the SCL and AL.  
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Recently, the study of SA and PA as an alternative assessment mode to increase the 

responsibility and participation of students has been widely publicized.  A study conducted by 

Kaufman and Schunn (2010) shows that students have a positive perception of on-line PA 

system and this perception does not correlate with the revision of their work. SA and PA is 

accepted as a fair assessment method by the students (Nortcliffe, 2012). PA gives very 

accurate and steady (consistent) results for a very complex task. SA and PA are also effective 

to guide the improvement of students' writing skills, with SA as the most effective compared 

to the assessment of teachers and the PA (Parisa and Reza, 2015). Topping (1998) found that 

the PA, compared to the teacher assessment, have a positive formative effect on student 

achievement and attitudes. A study conducted by Yurdabakan (2012) indicate that SA and PA 

correlated, in which PA can be a good predictor for SA. Student involvement in the 

assessment would take place when the SA and / or PA are used in the assessment (Falchikov 

and Goldfinch, 2000).      

In Electrical Measuring Instruments class, which was held at the Department of Physics UNG 

in 2015, SCL and AL had been used widely. Students learn, work, and practice 

collaboratively for one semester (4 months) with 4 hours per week in small groups (2-3 

people). Correspondingly, alternative assessment, namely SA and PA, were used in the 

assessment of a variety of important skills, within the spectrum of soft skills, which are 

promoted through learning. In this regard, students' perceptions of SA and PA, as well as the 

correlation that may exist between SA, PA, academic achievement and student perceptions 

had been examined. 

2.  Methods 

The study was conducted on a Electrical Measuring Instruments class attended by 68 people 

for one semester in 2015 with 16 sessions in which each class lasted for four hours. SCL and 

AL had been implemented in the class while the students were collaboratively studying, doing 

laboratorium practice and field practice, which is accompanied by a written report and journal 

in small groups (2-3 people per group). 

At the end of the semester, after the completion of the course, each student had been given an 

instrument of SA and PA. Each student had to assess themselves using the SA instrument, 

whereas each student had to assess the peer group using the PA instrument. Both of these 

instruments have 29 items and constructed to measure 29 skills in the spectrum of soft skills, 

namely communication; cooperation; sensitivity and respect for diversity; the promotion of 

equality; responsibility; discipline; working effectively and efficiently; self-control; Health 

and Safety Work; open minded; positive attitude, problem-solving; initiative; involvement 

and contribution to the group; self-motivation; integrity; the use of resources; respect for the 

clean and comfortable work environment; decision-making; appearance; helping colleagues 

and others; conflict mediation; adaptation and self-flexibility; precision and accuracy of work; 

courtesy and politeness; toughness /tenacity and fighting spirit; use of time and the pace of 

work; creativity; and patience and sincerity. Both of the assessment instrumen are the rank 

order item (and scale) with 10 rank, with the 10 as the highest significance, while 1 as the 

lowest significance. 

A week later, a questionnaire had been given to 57.5% (39 people) of students, with 

respondents randomly determined. The questionnaire was consist of Likert scale (Likert scale) 

and has a 5-point scale (figure 1 to figure 5). It had constructed to measure students' 

perceptions of SA and PA. The questionnaire has 61 items, which are divided over the three 

items largely related to the responsibilities of the assessment, 26 items were related to 
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perceptions of SA, 18 items were related the perception of the PA, and 14 items were related 

to perceptions of SA and PA. 

3. Result and Discussion 

Some important things related with students perceptions about SA and PA and correlation 

between SA,PA, academic performance  have been obtained. 

First, 64,36% of students strongly agree/agree that both teacher and student are responsible 

for the assessment. It shows that students have perception that they must been included in the 

assessment, which this reflected that they also have authorities in the process of assessment.  

Second, students perceive that SA and/or PA are the way for them to participate in the 

assessment. The facts are 57,77%, 60,00% and 71,12% of students are strongly agree/agree 

that SA,PA and SA & PA, respectively, is the way for them to participate in assessment 

process. 

Third, respectively ,the proportion of student whose strongly agree/agree that SA, PA and SA 

& PA can describe the real condition of their academic performance than traditional 

assessment (assessment by teacher) are 88,89%, 60,00% and 79,44%. Appropriate with this 

result, fact shown that students are perceive that assessment with SA,PA and SA & PA is 

more reliable than traditional assessment; 59,97%, 42,23% and 55,56% of students strongly 

agree/agree that assessment with SA,PA and SA & PA, respectively ,have more reliable result 

than traditional assessment. 

Fourth, students perceive that SA,PA and SA & PA have to be applied in all courses, 

respectively is 82,23%, 73,29% and 75,6 % of students. Students are perceive that besides 

traditional assessment, an alternative assessment have to be applied in all courses. 

Fifth, students perceive that SA, PA and SA & PA can motivates them to study. The 

proportion of students whose strongly agree/agree, respectively, is 75,56%, 73,34% and 

80,00%. However, just 78%, 31,11% and 44,45% of students whose strongly agree/agree, 

respectively for SA, PA and SA & PA, that SA, PA and SA & PA can be more help them 

study. In line with that, just 37,38%, 40,00% and 44,44% of students whose strongly 

agree/agree that (respectively) SA, PA and SA & PA can be more help them to work. 

Sixth, in students perception, SA and PA make them recognize/understand their self and their 

colleague better (their strength, weakness and capability). The data show that 86,60% of 

students are strongly agree/agree that SA make them recognize/understand their self better 

and 84,45% of students are strongly agree/agree that SA make them recognize/understand 

their colleague better. 

Seventh, 66,66% of student strongly agree/agree that SA is more student-oriented and just 

48,89% and 42,2% of students strongly agree/agree that PA, SA and PA & SA are more 

student-oriented. It shows that students are perceive that SA is more student-oriented than PA, 

SA and SA & PA. 

Eight, students perceive that SA, PA and SA & PA can improve their interaction with 

learning resources/environment. The proportion of students that strongly agree/agree that SA, 

PA and SA & PA can improve their interaction with learning resources/environment are, 

respectively,57,78%, 68,89% and 51,11%.  
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Ninth, percentage of student whose strongly agree/agree that SA,PA and SA & PA can make 

them more appreciate the assessment's activity and result are respectively 55,56%,53,34% and 

57,78 %. So that, in students perceptions, SA,PA  and SA & PA make them appreciate the 

process and result of assessment more than traditional assessment 

Tenth, just 36,78 % of students agree that SA is more meaningful. While just 31,11 % of 

students are strongly agree/agree that PA is more meaningful and 42,22% of students strongly 

agree/agree that SA and PA is more meaningful. 

Eleventh, the percentage of each student who strongly agree/agree that SA, PA, SA and PA 

raising more anxiety are 37,78%, 37,78%, and 42,22%. At the same time, the percentage of 

each student who strongly agree/agree that SA, PA, SA and PA raising the satisfied more are 

64,44%, 60,00%, and 57,74%. Those values indicates that SA, PA, also SA and PA less cause 

anxiety of students and cause the complacency even more compared with traditional 

assessment. 

Twelfth, the correlation levels between the variables of SA, PA, students perception, and 

academic achievement shown by the table below. 

Table 1.  Corellation Levels between The Variables 

 Perception  SA(1) PA(2) Academic Achevement  PAO(3) 

Perception 1,00  -0,38 -0,25 -0,19 -0,07 

SA(1) - 1,00 0,15 0,11 0,35 

PA(2) - - 1,00 0,39 0,07 

Academic Achevement - - - 1,00 0,01 

PAO(3) - - - - 1,00 

Notes : (1) softskills level according to SA; 

  (2) softskills level according to PA (colleagues scores awarded) 

  (3) softskills level (colleagues scores awarded) 

The result of Table 1 shows the corellation levels between SA, PA, academic achievement, 

and students perception is in weak to moderate level range. The moderate level of correlation 

variables pairs are showed by students perception-SA, students perception-PA, academic 

achievement-PA, and SA-PAO. 

4. Conclusion 

One of the important findings is that the students perception for SA and/or PA, as the 

alternative assessments, varies in a small range, but in the positive ways. The students get the 

positive perceptions for the responsibilities of the assessments; students participation in the 

assessments, SA and/or PA result qualities; confidence level in the result of SA and/or PA, 

implementation spectrum of SA and/or PA; SA and/or PA impact for the studying 

motivations, studying and working facilities, recognition or self-understanding and colleague-

understanding, interaction with the sources of study/lecturers/surroundings; positive 

perceptions for SA and PA, the orientation of SA and/or PA; SA and/or PA valuation, 

meaningfulness of SA and/or PA; along with anxiety and complacency. 

The second of important findings is that the correlations between SA, PA, students 

perception, and academic achievements are varies within the weak and moderate range. 
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Abstract 

In the course of learning courses in the Department of Physics, still found a lack of readiness of 

students attend lectures, course management with information and discussion methods generally still 

tend to lead to the provision of information, so that learning is still dominated by the lecturer. On 

learning this, the idea of beginning college students is relatively less explored and considered, students 

tend to be passive, self-motivation of students to learn less, and the sharing of knowledge among 

students less facilitated. Though this course, it is very important for students in the Faculty of Science, 

where as a student teacher candidates should feel meaningful learning, all the more so for the course of 

science and learning provide skills to students as prospective teacher. This research aims to develop 

research-based learning model in the course of learning in the Faculty of Science of Gorontalo using 

4-D Model (four D Model) developed by Thiagarajan (1974) which consists of four stages, namely: 

(1) definition (define ), (2) planning (design), (3) development (develop) (4) disseminate. The method 

used in this research is quantitative descriptive method. This study begins with the definition phase, 

the planning, development i.e. validation experts, revisions, and test one at the Department of Physical 

Education, the revision of the results of tests 1 and implementation models around existing courses in 

the Department of Physics. The results showed that the learning device composed by applying 

research-based learning model for Teaching and Learning course which consists of the Syllabus, SAP, 

Instructional Materials, MFI, Test Results Learning, valid based on the validation of three people 

validator, so the device is worth learning to use in the process of learning, especially learning courses 

on subjects teaching and learning. 

 

Keywords: Learning tool, based learning research, and learning and learning 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Improving the quality of human resources (HR) is one of the main factors to improve the 

competitiveness of the workforce. Thus HR should be prepared to the fullest in order to have 

the ability, expertise, and skills that can be relied upon to enter the workplace. Improved the 

quality of graduate of education institutions is a real effort to improve the nation's 

competitiveness. 

The learning process is the essence of education in colleges that have an impact on the quality 

of output. In lecture courses-learning courses in the Faculty of Science Education, found that 

the lack of readiness of students attend lectures, course management with information and 

discussion methods generally still tend to lead to the provision of information, so that learning 

is still dominated by the lecturer. Questions posed by lecturers can rarely be answered by the 

students or were answered by a particular student. Most of the lecturers answered questions 

posed by the lecturers themselves. On this learning, the idea of beginning college students is 

relatively less explored and considered in learning, students tend to be passive, self-

motivation of students to learn less, and the sharing of knowledge among students less 

facilitated. Additionally, based on observations and interviews with students, during the 
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course on this learning process takes place in the same direction, namely lecturer explained 

and students sat listening. Still learning teacher-oriented so that less dynamic. 

Even if there are variations of this lecture method, most lecturers use regular group discussion 

learning, and only a few specific students who are actively involved in the discussions and 

others sat down to listen, students did not reveal his participation in the learning process, the 

result is, although in general the students pass for this course but students do not experience a 

meaningful learning. Based on this, it is considered necessary to carry out a research-oriented 

learning model development. In this case the development of research-based learning model, 

where the model is considered appropriate to increase the activity and learning outcomes in 

the course of learning in the Department of Physics, Gorontalo State University. The 

objectives of the study are: 

1. Knowing the quality of the learning device (consisting of Syllabus, SAP, textbooks, 

and tests Worksheet Student Learning Outcomes were developed using research-

based instructional model that is integrated with character education. 

2. Knowing the implementation of the learning device by using a research-based 

learning model that is integrated with the educational character of the activity and 

learning outcomes Basic Physics student at the Gorontalo State University.  

3. Knowing the interest and motivation of students to the implementation of the 

learning device by using a research-based learning model that integrates seamlessly 

with the character education 

Research-based learning is a teaching method centered on learners that integrates research in 

the learning process. It is a multifaceted research-based learning, which refers to a wide 

variety of learning methods. Research-based learning provides opportunities for students to 

search for information, draw up hypotheses, collect data, analyze data, and make conclusions 

on the data that has been arranged; This applies in the learning activity with the approach of 

"learning by doing" (Widayati, et al: 2012). Therefore, research-based learning opportunities 

for the development of learning methods, among others: 

a. Renewal of learning (curriculum enrichment) by integrating the results of the 

research 

b. The active participation of students in the implementation of the research, 

c. Learning by using research instruments, and 

d. Inclusive development of the research context (students learn the procedures and the 

results of research to understand the intricacies of synthesis). 

Some RBL models can be developed according to the characteristics of the study of science as 

well as the condition of the facilities available in the respective educational unit. PBR 

implementation strategy should really be considered that the effective implementation of the 

PBR and the PBR destination is reached. 

2. Materials and Methods 

This research included in this type of research development, because through this research 

will be developed learning model includes learning device in the course of learning in the 

Department of Physics. As for the design development of the device used is a 4-D model of 

development that developed by Thiagarajan, and Semmel Semmel (1974) (in Mulyatingsih, 

2011). which consists of four stages, namely stage of definition (define), stage of planning 

(design), stage of development (develop), and Phase dissemination (disseminate). 

Subjects in this study were students of the Faculty of Mathematics and Science, Gorontalo 

State University are programmed courses teaching and learning interactions and strategies 
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Teaching and Learning. Collecting data in this study using observation, assessment of 

achievement test and questionnaire. Date analysis techniques used in this research is 

descriptive statistical analysis techniques, which describe the implementation of Lesson Plan 

(RPP) and student activities, completeness of student learning outcomes and student 

motivation. 

Table 1. Steps of Development Activity 

No Activity Description of Activities Product 

1  Drafting device by using 

a research-based learning 

model in the course of 

learning at the 

Department of Physics 

Education 

The study of the theory and models 

of research-based learning in 

various references (books, journals, 

internet, research, and good practic) 

Draft learning device by using a 

learning model research on the 

subject of learning. 

2  Expert Test Learning device by using a 

research-based learning model in 

the course of learning tested 

through expert assessment. 

Learning device by using a 

research-based learning model in 

the course of learning, valid in 

theory 

3  Test 1 Carry out trial limited to a few 

classes in physical education 

courses. 

Analysis of the use of the 

learning by using research-based 

instructional model in the course 

of learning. 

4 Revised models based on 

test results 1 

Implement revisions based on the 

results of trials 1 

Learning device by using a 

research-based learning model in 

the course of learning, effective 

5 Implementation of the 

model 

Carry out the test through 

experimental research and action 

research 

Learning device by using a 

research-based learning model in 

the course of learning, effective 

6 Dissemination To disseminate learning tools 

through distribution in limited 

quantities to the faculty and 

students 

Learning device by using a 

research-based learning model in 

the course of learning, effective 

3. Results and Discussion 

Preparation of Learning Device includes Syllabus, Events Unit Class (SAP), Instructional 

Materials, Student Activity Sheet (MFI), testing of Learning Outcomes (THB), Observation 

Sheet of Student Activities and Motivation Questionnaire. 

3.1. Results 

3.1.1. Learning Device Implementation in Classroom A, Department of Physics 

Education  

3.1.1.1. Observations Outcomes of Learning Implementation  

Observation of activities of lecturers achieves satisfactory results. Feasibility study conducted 

by the lecturers has been performing well since the criteria very well reach 99.86%. 

3.1.1.2. Observations of Student Activities 

Data from the student activity showed that of the 25 students, there is a 60% gain criterion 

very well, 28% gain well criteria, 4% gain sufficient criteria and 0.00% gain less criteria. This 

indicates that the students’ activity observation has been successful, because student activity 
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is successful if it reaches 80% of aspects that are considered to have good or excellent value. 

Achievement of Student Activities for the criterion of good and very good at 88%. 

3.1.1.3. Student Learning Outcomes 

Based on the results of pre-test and post-test scores obtained by the average student results 

after learning by using research-based learning model student results are a comparison 

between before treatment (pre-test) and after treatment (post-test). This is indicated by the 

average score of post-test were larger than the average scores of pre-test of 8.96, while the 

average score of post-test is 24.64. 

3.1.1.4. Students’ Motivation toward Learning 

Motivation questionnaire given to students contains positive statements and negative 

statements. Student learning motivation in participating in research based learning gained 3.26 

categorized good values. They are diligent, tenacious, able to work independently, do not get 

bored on the tasks given Able to maintain their opinion, not easy to remove concepts that are 

believed, happy looking and solve a given problem. 

3.1.2. Learning Device Implementation in Classroom B, Department of Physics 

Education 

3.1.2.1. Observation Activities of Lecturer 

Feasibility study conducted by a lecturer in conducting learning by using research-based 

learning has increased or managed by the criteria very well with the achievement of 100%. 

This is demonstrated by the data that of the 11 aspects of the lecturers were observed, 

obtained 95% of the criteria is very good, and 5% both criteria. Based on these data, it can be 

concluded that the feasibility study conducted by lecturer increased from the meeting of 1 

(very good and a good 82%) to the second meeting (an excellent and well 100%). 

3.1.2.2. Student Activities 

Observation of student activities conducted by observers during the learning process takes 

place with 10 aspects of assessment. At this first meeting, the activity of the students to the 

criteria of good and excellent reaches 82.0%. While at the second meeting of the 25 students 

are 48.0% very good criteria, 50.0% good criteria, and 2.0% criterion sufficient. Student 

activity for good and very good criterion reached 98.0%. This means that there is an increase 

in students' learning activities from one meeting to the second meeting. 

3.1.2.3. Student Learning Outcomes 

Achievement percentage value of every aspect of cognitive student for 1 C2 86% meeting the 

criteria very well (A-), C3 78% good (B-), C4 79% good (B). In the cognitive aspect Very 

Good C2 reaches criteria because many students who answered correctly. 2 meeting student 

achievement value to every aspect of 88.5% kignitif C2, C3 74.4%, 88.5% C4 and C6 level of 

79.6%. It can be concluded that student learning outcomes at the meeting II increased. 

3.1.2.4. Motivation Student Learning 

To see how the motivation of students to the application of research-based learning, the 

learning of students before and after questionnaires distributed according to the number of 

students is 23 people. The average score before applying research-based learning model 
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reaches 3.17 (both categories). This means that students in implementing research-based 

learning have good motivation. 

3.1.3. Learning Device Implementation in Classroom C, Department of Physics 

Education 

3.1.3.1. Observations Activity of Lecturer, Meeting I 

Teaching and learning process in particular has a maximum lecturers activities, it can be seen 

from the percentage of implementation of the achievement of the learning activities are all 

already entered the category of very good and excellent. Thus, it can be concluded that the 

implementation of learning by using Learning-Based Research (PBR) is good 

3.1.3.2. Results of the first meeting of the Student Learning Activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 
 

Figure 1. Histogram-Results of The First Meeting Of The Student Learning Activities 

3.1.3.3. Students’ Learning Motivation towards Learning on First Meeting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Histogram-The Average Of Students’ Learning Motivation Towards Learning On First Meeting 
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3.1.3.4. The Result of Lectures Activities Observation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Diagram-The Result of Lectures Activities Observation Along The Teaching And Learning 

Activities On Second Meeting 

Based on the diagram above showed that the implementation of learning by using Research 

based Learning is effective.  

3.1.3.5. The result of Students’ Activities Observation in Learning Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4. The Result of Students’ Activities Observation in Learning Process of Second Meeting 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the students’ activity in first meeting has maximal. 

3.1.3.6. Students’ Learning Motivation in Learning Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Histogram-The Averages of Students’ Learning Motivation Toward Learning on Second 

Meeting 
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3.1.3.7. Student Learning Outcomes 

The percentage of students who reach KKM (completed) reached 93.33% and which did not 

reach KKM (not complete) 6.67%. 

3.2. Discussion  

Based on the research and analysis of the data showed that the use of models of research-

based learning can improve student learning outcomes of class A, B, and C, Department of 

Physics Education, Gorontalo State University. This can be seen from the analysis of student 

results conducted for 2 cycles of learning, where students’ learning outcomes on the second 

cycle increased rather than in cycle 1. Therefore, it is proven that the models of research 

based learning, especially in material of Behaviorism Learning Theory and Learning Theory 

of Constructivism. This is because it is supported by student learning motivation. Motivation 

to learn the students during the research-based learning falls into both categories. In addition, 

based on the observation of activities of lecturers and students from the first meeting until the 

meeting II has increased from meeting to the next meeting. Based on this, it can be concluded 

that the models of research based learning can enhance the activity of lecturers and students. 

The higher activity of students in the higher learning student results. 

This shows that research-based learning can help students in the learning process of students, 

so that students’ ability can be trained. By applying the concept of research-based learning 

obtained by students will stick in his mind a long time since the acquisition of knowledge of 

students based on a case which aims to preserve the memory of students. This is in line with 

that proposed by Diah (2010: 7) that the benefits of research-based learning model that 

learners experience the development and improvement of capabilities and competencies 

higher, including for example the general competence to think critically and analytically, 

evaluating and troubleshooting information. The condition has a positive impact on student 

learning outcomes as shown by the average scores of students after being treated by applying 

research-based learning. 
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Abstract 

The Relation of students Learning Interest and Mathematics Logic Intelligence toword Students 

Learning Achievement of Physics Education, Department of Physics, Faculty of Mathematics and 

Natural Sciences, State University of Gorontalo. The research aimed at investigating the relation of 

students’ learning achievement and mathematics logic intelligence toward students’ learning 

achievement of Physics subject at SMA Muhammadiyah Batudaa. The research applied quantitative 

method ussing statistic analysis through regression and correlation tests. From the result of the 

measurement, it gained the regression eguation as Ŷ = 64,203 + 0,425X1 + 0,476X2  which meant 

that each increase as one unit of the score of students’ learning interest and mathematics logic 

intelligence, it would be followed by the increaseof the score of Physics learning achievement as 0,425 

and 0,476 at the constanta of  64,203. The hypothesis test showed that the correlation coefficient 

resulted r= 0,6417 and determination coefficient resulted r2=0,41185 or  41,19%. Thus, the test of the 

significance of  correlation coefficient gained thet the of tcount  was higher than the value of ttable, or it 

can be stated as follows: 9,45>1.7 at level of significance as 0,05. Thus, it can be concluded that there 

was a relation of students’ learning achievement and mathematics logic intelligence toward students’ 

learning  achievement of  Physics subject at SMA. Therefore, the teacher should be creative to 

improve students’ learning interest in order the Physics learning goals can be achieved. 

 

Keywords: learning interest, mathematics logic intelligence, and students’ learning achievement of  

physics  
 

 

1. Introduction  

That the results of physics students learn in high school still tend to need to be increased. 

Efforts to improve student learning outcomes could be done through various ways of them 

through increased competence inidivisual sisiwa and increased variety of sourced from 

students outside the self. The low learning outcomes of physics are derived from students in 

self own namely about factors in readiness students receive lessons and low capacity to think 

in understanding the concept of physics. Features the subject matter of physics that tend to use 

the language of mathematics, really needs logical mathematical ability. Besides ability 

logical, allegedly faaktir another that can meningkatkaan learning outcomes of physics are 

mkinat student learning. The interest of learning and logical the results of the ability of 

mathematics viewed important and urgent change to find its relation 

According to Hilgard ( in Tongkonoo , 218 2014: ) said that interest is a tendency that is fixed 

to attention and memory of some activity. Activity observed someone will be noticed 

continuous accompanied by some of the pleasure and from this will obtain kepuasaan. A lack 

of interest students against subjects physics also can be caused because students sometimes 

prosecuted only to memorize formula and apply the use of the recipe in questions have been 

exercises in. T hey did not understand the concept underlying these formulas .They just curled 
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up with formulas given by their teachers and rarely given the real example nature of daily life 

of the application of the recipe 

Good to achieve a feat , need intelligence. Gardner had been (in Katili , 2013: 49 stated that 

intelligence mathematical logical pertaining to count or use numbers in daily life. Based on 

the research time the intermediate training namely the lack of knowledge of students in basic 

math. The students do not so proficient in answer about calculation school tuition so scared if 

teachers will assign a task in the form of about calculation . Set out from above and 

researched, “the relation between mathematical logical interest learn by intelligence with 

learning outcomes high school physics” 

2. Learning Outcomes  

Learning outcomes according to purwanto ( 2008: 44 ) learning outcomes often used as a 

measure to know how far a person control that had been taught material .To actualize learning 

outcomes are needed a series of the measurement of using an evaluation tool good and 

qualified. The measurement of this is possible because of measurement for scholarly activities 

that can be applied to various fields including education. According to benjamin bloom in 

(Sudjana, 2009: 22-23 ) learning outcomes divides into three the domain of the appointed: 

1. cognitive, domain namely with regard to learning outcomes intellectual consisting of 

six aspects namely knowledge recollection, understanding application, the analyses 

synthesis, and evaluation;  

2. affective domain with regard to the attitude of consisting of five spek, namely 

acceptance, an answer or reaction, of research organisations and internalization; 

3. psychomotor domain with regard to learning outcomes skills and abilities act.There 

are six aspects of psychomotor, domain namely a reflex motion, movement skills 

base perceptual, ability harmony or exactness, movement skills complex, and 

movements are expressive and interpretative. 

3. Interest in Student Learning  

A theory that says that the interest is driven by a desire after see, observe and compare as well 

as consider the needs that it wants. As expressed by Belly (2006:4). An interest can be 

expressed through a statement that suggests that students prefer a thing than anything else, it 

can also be manifested through participation in an activity. Students who have an interest in a 

particular subject tend to give greater attention towards the subject. 

According to djamarah ( in samlia 2014: 7 ) indicators that can be used to know interest to 

study for students during a learning process lasting. Feeling of delight learn physics. students 

who have a feeling of delight or love physics for example students by itself will continue to 

study the science which relates to physics and none has resorted to a feeling of studies this 

field. 

Attention in physics. Attention in following lesson in physics is one of the indicators 

measuring interest in, where attention itself is concentration or activity someone against soul 

observation, understanding and everything pertaining to an object he learned were with 

mengkesampingkan another matter .One of the students put interest on physics lesson hence 

he was trying to heed penejelasan from his teacher an interest in subjects of interest to a 

physics. Interest in a lessons can be influenced by a factor of interest that only.  A students 

who have varying in to know something , not every student like a field of study because the 

interest. Interest in a field of study influenced by teachers, a classmate, lessons learned being 

attractive and everything that is concerned with the subject. 
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Aawareness of the benefit lesson in physics.Awareness of the benefits of lesson in physics is 

an element in measuring interest. In studying physics students would benefit to the lessons 

itself .Awareness in the study subjects physics student can gain much benefit from that lesson. 

According to slameto ( in some 2014: 212 ) said that the interest is the right to pay attention 

and memory of several activities that attractive to someone, continuous attention are 

accompanied by a sense of happy. 

4. Logical Mathematical Intelligence 

According to the square and uno ( 2010: 11 ) said that intelligence logical mathematical 

contain the ability of someone in thinking in the inductive and deductive , think according to 

the rules of logic, understand and analyse angka- the pattern, and solving problems by using 

capacity to think. 

According to mahmud ( 2010: 97 ) that intelligence is expertise the use of the points with 

good and correct reasoning .Gardner sometimes call intelligence figures with intelligence 

mathematical logical. Intelligence is owned by mathematicians, a tax accountant, statisticians, 

computer programmer, and logician. 

According to nitarosnita said that indicators intelligence mathematical logical; ( 1 ) .berpikir 

namely the ability to abstract verbal remark in drawings and / a symbol, ( 2 ) .pemahaman a 

pattern and num. namely the ability to see and discover patterns / regularity of a given set 

numbers, ( 3 ) computation capabilities namely control the properties of numbers and the 

foundations of the operation of numbers , ( 4 ) the ability of reasoning logic that is complete 

and the process toward the truth , talking about the arrangement of the concept of .According 

to sukana ( 2013 ) said that to get data intelligence test mathematical logical by using the 

method .A test that is used is the test that contains about in the form of figures , to investigate 

the logical intelligence students 

5. Research Result 

This research result obtained is a score of the results of student learning as follows: 

Table 1. Score of Student Learning 

 Variable 

Data 

Low 

score   

high 

score 
Range Mean Median Modus SD 

Learning 

Outcomes (Y) 
45 82 37 64,26 62,88 61,87 9,32 

Interest In 

Student 

Learning (X1) 

50 89 39 69,96 70,375 69,5 8,99 

Logical 

Mathematical 

Intelligence(X2) 

60 85 25 75,16 76,27 78,5 6,83 

Based on the results of research shows that there is a logical intelligence with interest with 

mathematical physics both in the partial study results that proved from the results obtained 

thitung t test that has significant at α = 0,05 and simultaneously evidenced by test ftable 

obtained facount having significant at α = 0,05 

Of reckoning as regression analysis worship of idols between interest and intelligence logical 

mathematical equation obtained the outline of that equation so it can means that a unit scores 

learn physics to be influenced by interest learn as much as 0,425 and intelligence logical 
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mathematical 0,476 as much as on the constant 64,203 if interest and intelligence of logical 

mathematical 0 then learning outcomes of physics are 64,203 

The results of the regression coefficient to variable interest in learning of the price of the 

regression coefficient marked positive 0,425 shows that the influence of interest in learning of 

the learning physics is a positive influence that means any increase a unit of a score of interest 

in learning , it will be followed by miningkatnya 0,425 study results on the constant 64,203 of 

physics .And vice versa the score of a decline in one unit every interest in learning , the study 

results will be followed with a slowing in the constant 64,203 0,425 of physics 

The results of the regression coefficient for variables logical intelligence mathematical 0,476 

the price of the regression coefficient marked positive show that exposure to a logical 

intelligence of the results of mathematical learn physics is a positive influence it means every 

hike one the unit of scoring intelligence mathematical logical , it will be followed by an 

increase in learning outcomes physics of 0,476 64,203 in the constant .And on the other hand 

any a decline in one the unit of scoring intelligence mathematical logical , it will be followed 

with the decrease in learning outcomes physics of 0,476 64,203 in the constant 

In addition can be seen also the influence of interest with intelligence or logical contribution 

to the result of mathematical physics class x high school students learn from the results of the 

coefficients 41,19 % and determination that is partial interest in learning influence of 

mathematical and logical 30,841 % intelligence 25,7 % of influence .The contribution of the 

intelligence indicating that the interest and good students logical mathematical study results 

will help students improve on the subjects of physics 

6. Conclusion 

From the results of the discussion of conclusions may be drawn as follows 

1 . There is a positive relationship between interest with the results of learn physics. 

This suggests that the higher interest the higher also learning outcomes of physics 

that achieved, this is also on the outcome of linearity showed that the regression 

equation is of a linear shape that means that each hike one the unit of scoring interest 

learn, it will be followed by a score the increase in scores learn physics by 0,555 of 

units at the constant 25,306. As well as the contribution of variable interest with the 

results of learn physics by 30,841 % and there are still 69,159 % determined by 

other factors.  

2 . There is a positive connection between intelligence logical with the results of the 

mathematical learn physics. This suggests that the higher intelligence hence the 

higher the learning outcomes of physics that achieved, it is also the case on the 

outcome of linearity showed that the regression equation is linear. That means that 

each hike one the unit of scoring intelligence mathematical logical, It will be 

followed by the increase in the score scores learn physics of 0,69 of units at the 

constant 12,051. This is also variable contribution of iq in learning outcomes physics 

of 25,7 % and there are still 74.3 % determined by other factors.  

3 . There is a positive relationship between the interest of mathematical and logical 

intelligence together with the results on subjects of physics student learning. This 

suggests that the higher the interest and the intelligence of the higher the 

mathematical and logical the results achieved learn physics, this linearity thing on 

the results also showed that the regression equation that if the interest of increased 

by 1 one points, considered still logical mathematical sementaraa intelligence, the 

study results will cause the physics of 0,425 similarly in intelligence, if increased by 
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1 one points, considered still sementaraa interest in learning, the study results will 

cause to rise if the interest of 0,476 physics and mathematical and logical 

intelligence = 0 the students learn physics by 64,203. Similarly the contribution of 

variable interest in learning physics and intelligence with the results of 41,19 % and 

there are still 58,81 % determined by other factors. 
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